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ABSTRACT 
The problem addressed by this research is that the existing Damage Control Vir tual 
Environment Trainer (DC VET) simulator is deficient in the capability of presenting 
info nnation about the environment rirst. it lacks facilities for explaining the func tions of 
cngineroom equipment such as; haikrs, pumps, gauges, switches and valves. Second, it 
l<leks a faci lity to instruct users by a "YinuaJ Tnstructor/Guide" 
The approach taken was LO refine the DC VET simulator and increase its immcrsivc 
interactive shipboard training capability. This was accomplished using the Jack Motion 
Library to create articulated human-form entities. Next, scriptctl actions of a human-form 
instructor/guide, combined with audio feedback in the fonn of sound effects and digiti7.ed 
speec h via hyper-text links, insrruc t the novice user 
The result of this thesis was the impJemeIllation of a virtual ship model where 
networkct:l users are represented as articulated humans who (;an see llnd hear engineering 
casualties. Actions of all instructor/guide may be scriptct:l by a non-programmer. USing 
scrip ts DC VET has the abili ty to teach a nov ice the basic functions of hoilers, pumps. 
gauges, switches and valves. Users can also interllct with other networked users and 
discover functions of boilers alld pumps in the engineroom by tagging the equipment. It 
is possihle for the novice sailo: to learn basic functions of engi.neering equipment before 
arriving at his ship. 
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The final product application developed from this thesis is called the Damage 
Control Virtual Environment Trainer or DC VET. DC VET is the implementation of an 
interactive networked real-time virtual environment for moving about an entire ship fOf 
training. Olher related work has been architectural walkthroughs of large buildings alld 
sub-sections of ship models [AIRE90][BROOK92][FUNK941. However, morc research 
needs to be conducted to solve the inherent problems involved with cfl;.':ating a world where 
humans can react 
Walkthrough environments are much different from other kinds of virtual worlds 
since the view that is seen in the world is limited in sight. In these virtual worlds. aircraft 
and ground vchides move about a large terrain at varying speeds, some being extremely 
fast. Objects like trees, mountains, huildings, and other vehicles can he seen for miles as 
long as they are in the line-of-sight. In a flight simulation, the designer is not as concerned 
about nying through ohjeets that arc attached to the ground. However. with walkthrough 
environments one needs to avoid walking through walls, furniture and the like. A walk-
through's view is typically much less than 100 feet and within that small area there u.re 
many difkrent ohjects 10 view . A model of a house or ship can become quile extensive. 
However, efficient ways of traversing through the vi rtual world in real-time and in a real-
istic manner must be founo. Not all of the same model construction and n:ndering tech-
niques apply to a walkthrough environment as do for a battle simulation on a desert terrain. 
The DC VET is designed to cnable the novice sai lor to acquire ship familiarization 
by allowing him to move about the ship model in a realistic fastlion, By viSiting key points 
of interest within the ship !IIodtl, the sailor can associate the virtual world later with the real 
worl d. The sailor can also review fire-fighting techniques when fighting a simulated fire 
in the engineroom compartment , The virtual environment is designed to instruct the sailor 
and allow him to review his skills. Team training is also an important part of Damage 
Control Training. With tin: use of Distrihuted Inh:raetive Simulation, multiple people 
participate in team training over an Tnternet connection [LOCK94l- One can participate 
actively or he a silent observer and watch others react in the simulation. The limit to the 
number of players is based on the limitation of the participant's workstation. 
The navy has used simulators and mock-up trainers for decades to train naval per-
sonnel. The Damage Control Virtual Environment Trainer was conceived to be the next 
device to complement the navy ·s existing trai ning. It can help to reduce training costs and 
also train people in areas that could not have been done before by elimi nating dangers to 
personnel and equipment. 
B. MOTIVA nON 
1. Navy's Training 
Naval training of fleet sailors has traditionally started with classroom instruction, 
follo wed by simulators and hands on training once aboard ship. Classroom instmction can 
have many styles ranging from classroom training of a group, to training with a video 
presentation. Often after a level of instmction is completed, there is mock-up training in a 
controlled environment. Tt is this training that virtual environments can complement and 
en hance. 
Most tra iners are man-power intensive and require many dollars to maintain. 11 
becomes too expensive, and there is often not enough time. to train sailors using these train-
ers. So the sailor receives a limited feeling of what the real task is like and does not neces-
sarily maximize skills that could have been learned before reaching the fleet. Virtual reality 
can bridge that deficiency before the sailor reaches the fleet. Itcan also be used to continue 
training after reporting aboard ship. A sailor can receive training in the virtual environment 
and learn the necessary procedures to complete a task in spite of never really being there. 
He can then go to a faei lity trainer with those learned tasks and emphasize what he can 
physically only do in a mock-up traincr. Allention shifts from learning procedures in an 
unfamiliar environment (trainer) to accomplishing tasks in a rcasonablc .amount of time in 
a familiar sdt ing 
The second point to be made aboul virtual reality is that it can assist naval train ing 
with sl llpboard hands-on training. A virtual environment can assist sailors in b~coming 
fam iliar :md C:OrI\lortable with the operation of equipment. We can build a VirLual Reality 
Laboratory 011 board where sailors can train with various equipment. Procedur~s [or PMS 
(Planncd Mainttnam:~ System) that are not accomplished Oft~1I call be r~viewed. A tech-
nician can practice taking apart a v~ry ~xptnsiv~ wcapons system for maintenance at sea, 
cvcn if the physical maintenance can only be accomplished in-port. The Virtual Reali ty 
Labonttory augmtTlts his technical manuals and other references providing an interactive 
visualization of th~ task at hand as it working on the actual equipment itself. In theory this 
could reduc~ damage to a sySlern camed hy inexperienced techniclans Today many 
compani~s are looking at virtual reality to assist in thcse tasks lAJ)AM95] 
2. Virtual Environments 
The navy is not the first to consider virtnal environments as a meam of training 
personnel. Many companies are looking at virtual reality to train company personnel. \Vjth 
virtual reality, companic~ can savt money and time alld also traill p~ople in ar~as they could 
not consider hefore. As tcchnology has progress~d in tirt: past two dtcades, researchers 
havc becn developing: many ways 10 immCfse ,\ person into the virtual world. Companies 
like Motorola have lIs~d virtual reality in their training. They have lIot only found that they 
can save money, bllt havt also increased worker's skills IADA .. M95j. Th~ thrtt gronps in 
.\1olorola' s t:valuation were trOl.ditionallahoratolY instruction, virtual reOl.lity with a compul-
er moni tor and tlr~ other with a H"ad Mounted Display (H:'o!ID). Motorola observt:d that 
the vi rtnal r~ ali ty group using a HMD reduced operator crror rates drastically compartd to 
the other groups which uscd a monitor for virtnal reality and the traditional instruction. The 
rcason givcn by the operators who ptrlorm~d bettt:r was that they lelt a sense of presencc 
in Ihe virtual environmeni Tirey remcmocrcd what happened in the WOlld simply hecause 
they experienced it 
C. OBJECTIVE 
Thc objective of this thesis is to develop a real~time networked interactive virtual 
environment for training of shipooard naval personnel, particularly Damage Control. The 
virtual enviroIlJm::nt reprcsents a real ship, as practical as possiblc. and tailored to simulate 
real life casualties. In this virtual environment people can gain familiarization and learn 
skills whieh will enhance current training methods. In the wnstmction of the virtual envi-
ronment fidelity, realistic interactions and level of detail have becn balanced against frame 
rate while giving the user a feeling of immersion in the world. Experiencc is gained from 
operating and interacting withi n the virtual environment. 
The continuing research accomplished here has taken the current virtual environ-
ment and enhanced many of its features. Realism has been enhanced by increasing thc 
interaction and responses perceived by the user. This indudes articulation of a human 
model and the ability to manipulate objects in the world. Sounds are also used 10 assist in 
perceiving interactions. Refinements to the Collision Detection algorithm employed are 
implemented. All modifications must achieve enough rcalism to make the user feel the 
virtual environmcnt. 
This thesis focuses on Damage Control Training using a virtual environmcnt to 
augment reality. The virtual environment is designed to train a fire team or evcn the 
Damage Control Assistant (OCA) in damage control. For example, a virtual environment 
can assistlhe DCA who needs to prepare for a mass conflagration. The DCA lIlust design 
a scenario and carry it out. This can takc many hours of planning and an incredible amount 
of ship' s force man hours while training key personnel. Since practicing procedures and 
tactics are rel/uired, a networked virtual environment with just key players can accomplish 
this. Training can start with a dozen people participating so the whole ship does not need 
to be involved. They can kccp training while not interfering with other shipboard activities 
untillhe training concepts become second nature. When all the key players are well versed 
then an alillands training scenario with the ship's compliment can be implemented. If the 
reaction time of key p l ayer~ has improved. {hen the emphasis of training on more rudimen-
tary skills can be done during the all hands training The usc of a virtual environment in 
this example can be app lied to many other training evolutions_ The objective is to reduce 
overall training time and maximi:le the use of limitl:d personnel rcsourccs. If this example 
has di lTlinatedjust one mass conflagration drills, then virtual reality has saved hu ndreds of 
man hours 
O. CHAPTER SU:V[\1ARY 
The remainder of the thesis is broken down as fo llows: 
iufonnation about the current 
It includes a discussion of thl: 
Chapter III discusses the integration of the .Iack® Motion Lihrary softw are from 
University of Permsylvania 
ChapLer [V descri bes embedded Lraining aids and scripted demonstration for 
traluing. 
Chapter V discusses how Ilsers at clifkrel1\ worbtaLiolls arl: nl:tworkcd together 
to interact ill the same virtual environment 
Chapter VJ discusses in detail Collision Detection aud object manipulation, 
Chapter VIJ int roduces the user interface used in the virtual environml:nt and 
describes how sounds are used to enhance the realism of the simulatioll. 
Chapter VIII provides a final discussion of the resu lts of this thesis and describes 
follow-on work 10 be accomp lished. 

II. OVERVIEW 
A. PREVIOUS WO RK 
Virtual worlds were devised to hridge the real world and graphical representations 
of the world. There have becn otht'T walkthroughs of architectural models, mostly by uni · 
versi ty research groups working 011 fundame ntal efforts to min imize polygon flow to the 
graphics pipeline. This research in computer modeling of walkthroughs has been accom-
plished by Airey and Brooks at the Universi ty of Nort h Carolina (UI\"C) [AlRE90] 
lBR0092) and Funkhouser, Sequin , Khorramabadi and Teller a t the University of Califor-
nia Berkeley (ue Berkeley) [FUNK94]. UNC cun-cnlly has a model of Professor Brooks' 
house as a test bed which is comprised of 367,000 radiosit ized triangles. Recent work has 
been a imed at improving the Potclll ially Visible Set (PVS) geometry by employing a sim-
pler less exacl method wh ich is detemlined dynamically al render time. This idea replaccs 
the exact PVS algorithm wh ich is performed at preprocessing t ime. The new concept em-
ploys bounding hoxes instl:ad of general convex regions. Thi s rcnders each object once for 
every porta l sequence, but allows the primiti ve-level clipping scheme to visit objects more 
than once, yet have no pan ion of tbe primitive rendcred more than onec [LUEB95]. 
UC Berkeley has created a practical approach to th t~ manipulation of objects in a 
virtual environment. Berkeley's project, called "WALKEDIT", is a model of Bcrkeley 
Soda Hall which ;\1l0W$ the user to manipul ate 3D objects us ing a 2D 110 devicc, Objects 
which are manipulated are intelligently relocated based on the assoc iated objects around 
them. It prov ides automatic implici t grouping wh ich allows, for example, the user to movc 
a book from the noor to a stack of books on a desk ra ther intui tively. ' Inc desig ners of 
"W ALKEDlT" were able to design a cluttered office with furni ture, books, cups, etc, in 
less than tcn minutes [BUK095 1. 
The Naval Rescarch Laboratory (NRL) in Washi ngton D.C. is also currently en-
gaged in usi ng virtual environments for the study of damage control tmining. NRL's model 
is the engine room of the Ex-USS Shadwell. The model consists of about 500 polygons. 
lmmersion into the world is hy means of a Head Mounted Display (HMD) or Binocular 
Omni-Oriented Monitor (BOOM), and mouse for speed input. Environmental effects like 
smoke and fire are added for reaLism during the training l:\RI95J. 
\Valkthrough environments, like the two mentioned ahove, stiillack interaction be-
tween the user and other human entities. "l"lH:: 11I:l;":d for representing other 11uman figures 
and how they articulate is important for training people. The University of Pcnn~ylvania 
has done excellent re~eareh in the development of human agent., within the virtual environ-
ment [GRA);':l4J. Thl;":)' llavl;": (;[eatl;":d alackt'!o Molion Library whidl is currently used with 
tIle ::\aval Postgraduate Schoo]'~ Networked Virtual World (::\PSNET) [MACE95] 
Developing graphical systems that represent true reality in real time is not achiev-
ahle today because of the enormous number of objects that have to be created in the com-
puter environment. Photographic resolution along with realtime interaction is off in the 
future. FOI" now we can create virtual worlds that represent I·cality. It is much lhl;": same 
with animation. To providc a rcal time drawing of a world wc need a minimum rcfresll ratl;": 
of 12 framc~Jseeond much likc the old silent movics lllROO':l2J. This speed i~ adequate 
for immersion into thl;": virlual environment but our goal i~ 15 frames per second. The mod-
cling of the rl;":al world is repre~ented in the virtual wolid by the use of polygons. It has been 
estimated that visual reality as envisioned in a computer graphic image consists of cighty 
million polygons per picture rCATMR4]. However, current systems can only rcnder about 
orre million polygons pl;":r ~ec:.:onu. When I"enul;":ring 15 frame~ per second, a real world im-
age would take about 1200 million polygons per second. A~ the numbl;":rs indicate, grapb-
ieal machines are not close to representing real worlds soon 
This thesis cxpands upon the recent shipboard walkthrough trainer work aceom-
plishl;":u at the ."'aval Postgrauuate School (NPS). The basic design of DC VeT was dl;":vd-
opl;":d by Tony King and Peny McDowell as lheir lhe~i~ [KING95l They used an e.xisting 
model of a proposed roll-on/roll-off commercial ship. the Antares, which was built for Na-
val Sea Systems (NA VSBA) hy Advanced Marine Vehieles. The hase model was crcated 
using MultiGen modeling s.oftware. The interior sl;":C(ions of the ship model were remodeled 
to represent a naval vessel. This ship model was loaded into a Silicon Graphics (SGl) IRIS 
Perfonner based application . DC VET loads the model and allows the user to move about 
the ship. During the design. concepts of Potentially Visible Sets (PVS) ami Level of Detail 
(La D) were utilized to reduce the size of the model to be rendered before reaching the 
graphics pipe line [FU:"IK94j. To add realism into the ship model. a Collision Detection 
algorithm that uses Performer'S line segments determines if the person has collided with 
any other objects in the virtual \"'orld. 
The existing ship model of the Antares is used as the training platfonn in which the 
user can associate embedded world objects to inunerse himself into the environment. The 
addition of sounds is used to enhance the immersion into the virtual environment. The in-
troduction of an articulated human called Jack is employed to represent players in the net-
worked virtual environment [GRAN94A] . This allows users to interact in an environment 
with eadl other in a manner similar to that in the real world. 
B. HARDWARE 
The system currently Ilsed toconstru(;t this trainer is the Silicon Graphics OilY x Re-
ality Engine 2 (RE2). The RE2 incOJporates a mUltiprocessing ar(;hitecturc. PowerPath2, 
to wmbine up to 24 parallel processors based upon the Ml PS R4400 RISC CPU. which op-
erates at 150 MHz. The 110 bandwidth is rated at 1.2 Gi3/second to and from memory, with 
support for the VME64 64-bit bus. operating at 50 MB/seeond. The RE2 is rated at 2M flat 
triangles/sccond anrl900K tc;(tured pixds lNATI94]. NPS's version of the Onyx RE2 is a 
four processor 128 megabyte machine. The Silicon Graphics Power Series Reality Engine 
I is also used. This graphics machine has four R3000 40 MHz processors. a Single RM4 
board and an integral SCSI controller. It is rated at L I.M flat triangles/second and 160M 
textured pixels. The Power Series Reality Engine I has becn able to run DC VET at frame 
rates of 15 frames/second on average. The Onyx RE2 DC VET frame rate is 20 frames! 
second on average. The frame rate may decrease as the complexity of the project grows. 
However, to ensure real-time interaction, complexity is limited to maintain a minimum 
frame rate of 15 frames/second. The intent is to dcvelop a relatively low <.:ost system for 
naval ships and shore facilities. Silicon Graphks has rcleascd a ncw system, called 1ndig02 
Impact. which has the capability of the Power Scrics Rcality Engine I for about $50,000 
[ERTE95] . lhis new systcm would be ideal for shipboard deploymcnt simply because of 
its real-time graphics capabilities, low material support and overall cost. 
C. SOFTWARE 
L Rendering Software 
To support the obje<.:tive of real time graphics simulation, IRIS Performer was cho-
sen to create the rendering software. Performer is an Application Programming Interface 
(API) whose architecture is designed to support high performance, multi-processed graph-
ics applications: especially. visual simulations, virtual reality and real-time three-dimen-
sional graphics. Performer is based upon a hicrarchical database, an example of which is 
shown in Figure 1. Performer culls the database so that only PVS geometry is sent to the 
Figure 1: Partial Ship Oatabase Hierarchy 
graphics pipeline. it also provides fast intersection testing through database traversals, and 
perfomls LOD management of objects. The most significant featurc about Performer is 
that the cull, draw and application processes c<ln run in parallel, greatly increasing the speed 
ofthc program lKOHL94] Performe r is capable of rca ding 14 different types of databases 
into an application. 
2. Modeling Software 
The current ship model tor DC VET was designed using the MultiGen Moocling 
Tool produced hy Software Systl:ms. Mult.iGen is a comprehensive format that can reprt~ ­
sent nearly all of IRIS Performer's advanced eoncl:pts, including object hierarchy, instanc-
ing , LOD, light point specification, tl:xture mapping and material propel1y specification. 
3. Operating Systl'm 
Thl: current operating system used in the Naval Postgraduate School Graphics and 
Video Laboratory is Silicon Graphics IRlX 5.3. All new developmcnts and evaluatioll of 
the shipboard walkthrough I:nvironment is pl:rformed using it 
4. Software L ibraries 
a. Jack® .Motion Library 
The University ofPennsylvania's .Iack® Motion Library is used to create an 
articulate human entity [GRAN9·1Aj. Using their library software in conjullclion with the 
I:xisting vir1ual environment application, we can create a human who appcars [0 act in a re-
alistic manner. Thc human mooel has the ability to move arms and legs to simulate motion 
and can also be designl:d to change posture. Previously we could only display a human ieon 
and float him about the Antares model 
b. Distribll ted ]nteracti\'f;~ Simulation (DIS) Protocol 
The DIS protocol [IST93] is u~ed to ensure compatibility with other NPS 
applications. Currently DC VET is designed to be a network simulation. Multiple players 
can communicate while running the saml: application andean train together in thl: same vir-
tual environment. Users need not be in tbe same physicalloc.aJe,Just anywhere there is an 
Internet connection. Plan ned design consideration~ include incorporating the DC VET fea-
tures into NPSNET. 
D. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
1. Real Time Rendering 
a. .'erformance 
In order to maintain immersion of the user into the virtual environment. one 
must ensure that the overall performance of the application is in real time. A high frame 
rate is d<:sirable since slow and variable rates tend to reduce the illu~ion of rcallty, partic-
ularly when interaction is between the application and the user. Long lag times between an 
action and a perceived response must be avoided. Mcthods ofPVS, collision detection, and 
LaD decrease the amount of the modcl to be rendered and increase overall performance 
remarkably [TELL91). Also, a hierarchical database model and limiting the polygon count 
in the model design improves speed and performance. 
In the Antares model the use ofLOD did not playas important a role as PVS 
in polygon reduction. LOD works best where there is little obscuration of other objects. 
these objects are visible for long distances. and they are hardly recognizable at long dis-
tances. In the ship model most compartments arc at most 20 meters long with the exceptiolJ 
of the engine room. and objects are obscured by room boundaries. Also. an object is rarely 
visible at long distances from the viewer. Thus. the PVS algorithm performed better than 
LaD in reducing rendered polygon coun!. 
In the construction of the ship model objects placed into the world are con-
sidered carefully. A scene from a ship would have considerably more objects than a house 
or building. Since the goal was not to build a precise model of a ship hut a suitable trainer 
for the transfer of knowledge of damage control skills. many intricate details of a ship's in-
terior were deemed unnecessary. For instance. the lights, piping and wiring in the overhead 
arc not modeled. It is not essential to create every object since the inclusion of many extra 
objects adds to the size and eomplexilY of the modeL This increases the polygon count and 
decreases the frame rate of the program. Once below 10 frames per ~econd, thc immersion 
of the uscr into the vi rtual environment is los!. Some excell cnt work in real-t ime shading 
lLAST95J and ant i-aliasing has been done. However. sw.:h features are nO! incorporated 
into this project since the design of the ship model is for trai ning purposes 
b. Immersion 
To gain the most training out of the walkthrough virtual ellVironment, the 
user must beli eve he is a part of the world by being immersed into i!. One of the best de-
vices in providing this illusion is the HMD. It g ives the user a wide field of view, much 
ilke one's eyes. With thc aid a t tracking devices. the HMD provides to the graphics ma-
chine the direction in which thc uscr is viewing. This is immediately translated and al lows 
the user to view the virtual environment much the same way he normal ly sees the real 
world. However, there still needs to be some other input devict": to resolve the speed the 
user is moving and any choice of interaction with objects or o ther entities. Currcntly a three 
hutton mouse is used to perform thi s interface. Perhaps a data glove may be a bctter choice 
for input. but that has not been used because of its cost and mean time to fai lure of the de-
vice. Voicc recognition is another consideration which we are researching. It can bc used 
for some limited control functions such as moving and stopping. opening and closing doors 
and manipulating objects. If recognit ion software can reliably undcrstand mdirnentary 
commands of a limited set. then this may be the best choiLe for an input devkc. In addition 
10 giving commands. the user should hear the environment. As he traverses the model. he 
shoul d encounter sounds that arc realistic and give him guidance. Sounds and sound effects 
have becn embedded into DC VET 10 enhance realism 
NPSNET is also designed to operate with a head mounted display infant ry 
man, TPORT. IPORT immerses the soldier into the virtual world and uses a force feedback 
pedal dev ice to make the soldier feel the terrain as he moves about. Immersion of the user 
into the virtual environment is key 10 maximizing training. 
c. Database Model 
A hierarchical design of a walkthrough model is essential in obtaining real 
time perfonnance during rendering. A large model will have many thousands of polygons 
to create for thc scene so that a user can interact. The designer must consider what type of 
graphical machine is to be used to display the model in real time. In this thesis design. trad-
ing less realism for rendering with a high frame ratc was implemented. A ship in many 
ways is a more complex model 10 render than the insi de of a building or house. A ship has 
many doors. passage ways. and objects hanging from the bulkhead and overhead. Most of 
all when modeling a ship there arc venti lation ducts, piping and wiring everywhere on a 
ship. All the fine details can not be currently rendercd in realtime because of the shecr 
number of polygons in the scene required to do so .. In building a virtual environment dcci-
sions must he made on what is important for training. Certain objects must be represcnted 
in order to makc one bdieve hc is on a ship. but too many objects reprcsented may binder 
the framc ratc. The final design decisions come down to what thc virtual world is to be 
utilized for and what are the necessary requirements to achieve the desi red levd ofnaining. 
The Antares ship model represents a ship but in no means is a preci se modcl. 
It strikes a balance of flat shaded polygons and vivid textured polygons to create realism 
while maintaining real time performance. Objects for the virtual world are construCled on 
a needed basis. Consideration fo r training minimums <lnd renderi ng of the scene are con-
tinually evaluated during the design. 
d. Training 
Training, which is thc goal of thc Damage Control Virtual Environment 
Trainer. must be considen::d throughoulthe construction of the virtual environment. In the 
virtual environment trainer. firc fighting tools and training objects arc placed around the 
scene to assist the user in learning firc fighting techniques_ The objects in the virtual envi-
ronments are icons which represent the real item. The environment is constructed to look 
real cnough for a user to know instinctively what thing.~ are. Also. with the use of 
hyper-tot and sounds. we can help the uSl;":r learn about objects hc is not sure of. 11 would 
be uTlrl;":alislic 10 e;o.:pect even a new sailor onboard a real ship to know what every picce of 
equipment is and what purpose it servcs. It is the same in the virtual world, but he can learn 
what things arc via Ihl;": trainer and not have to question other people. 
E. CONSTRUCTING A ViRTUAL SHIP ENVIRONl\'1ENT 
An actual model of a naval vessd was highly desired for this project. Building a 
model from the blul;":prints of a commissioned naval vessel proved to be more work than a 
few people at a laboratory could do in a few months. Thc next thought was 10 obtain an 
AutoCAD tile of a naval vessel from sh ipbuilders of naval sunacl;": ships. It was discovered 
during a survey Ihat each contracted ship builder, even for the same exact class of ship, had 
a different format ot AutoCAD. An importer would have to filter oUllhe unnecessary data 
and retain the needed 3D data for the walkthrough program. However, an AUloCAD file 
of an actual naval vessel was not available in time for this research. It was decided to use 
the Antares model fro m NAVSF.A in Washington D.C. for experimental purposes. The 
original Antares model, built using a MultiGen flight formm, comprised ahout 2,000 poly-
gons. When modified internally to represent a naval vessel it was over 22,000 polygons. 
Thl;": model is constructed using Software Systems MultiGen modeling tool, which 
is an off the shelf product. The advantage of thc MultiGcn modeling tool is the ability to 
design a model in a hierarchical fashion allowing for simpler management with the lIDS 
Performer rendering software. j\.IultiGen's hierarchical structure uses a directed acyclic 
graph (DAG) to store the visual database. A partial hierarchical view of a ship model is 
provided in Figure 2. 
Mul tiGen provides switch nodes to take advantage of Level of Detail (LOD) imple-
mentat ion instancing of exact multi pte objects tu reduce tile model sileo TeKtures are at· 
tached to polygons and stored within the model improving the illusion of real ism. Multi-
Gen's greatest feature is the abilil}' tu embed nun-visual information. This feature is para-
mount to the success of the virtual environment trainer because it incorporales the use of 
hypertext displays, PVS, collision detection, and the orchestration of objects. 
FiJ;!;ure 2: Spatially Partitioned Database Organization 
The charactcristics of the object are stored within the model. When dcsigning Ihe 
modcl, objects which have motion are tagged and called Degree of freedom (DOf) nodes. 
The articulation of the nude is constrained in the model database. When designing a door, 
for instance, the rotat ion of the door node is limited to 90 degrees about the Z axis. To sim-
ulate damagc to a bu lkhead ofa ship from a fire, the norma l tcxture is swapped out in stages 
to illustrate the progress of the damage. These animation textures arc incorporated into a 
switch node and are swapped on the fly during a damage control training scenario. All the 
embedded data is stored 'within the model identified by the Performer application during 
the initialization phase. The nodes are read by the application then categorized by their 
type. This alJows the fle xibility of making changcs and additions to the model without hav-
ing to modify code in the Performer appl ication. For instance, if a deck is delelt!d, or an-
other instancc of an object in the model is added, such as adooror fire station, no additional 
programming requirements are needed. However, if the new type of object is something 
which presently does not exist in the modd, such as a vertical hatch, it would have to be 
coded in the Performcr application to handle the object's characteristics. 
The Antares model chosen for this project was not a naval vessel, but it was st ill 
more than adequate for testing and evaluating the power of trai lling within a virtual envi~ 
ronmenL For ac[ualliaval tra ining a model of all actual naval ship from how to stern is p re-
fe n ceL Modeling of a naval vessel will he follow on work 

III. J.4Cx® MOTION LIBRARY 
The jllck® Motion Library (Jack ML) ot the University of Pennsylvania is incorporated 
into DC VET to replace the previous human icon representation. The older human icon was a 3D 
fi gure of a sailor. sec Figure 3. which had no motion. The icon could be moved about the ship and 
rotated to indicate the position of a networked llser. However. Ihis failed to tru ly represent the 
user's motion and reduced the illusion of immersiOIl_ With Jack ML the body can be articulated 
so one can see the head, legs and anTIS mov!;: as a networked user participates in the environment 
This gives the sense of realistic movement allO\'.'ing a person to react better to the visual gestures 
of other users 
Figure 3; Prc"'ious Graphical Representation or a Sailor 
A. SOFTWARE LIBRARY 
lack is a general purpose, intera(;tivc environment for manipulating articulated 
geometric human figu res in a 3D interactive environment. lack has a rich notion for build-
ing articulated figures with revolute and prismatic joints, lack ML is a general purpose 
constrai nt engine that uses an iterati ve inverse kinematics procedure with high degrec of 
freedom (DOF)joint chains [GRAN94Aj , The lack ML animates the human fi gure by tran-
sitioning from one posture to another or locomoting in a <::ycJical posture change, lack ML 
then passes the joi nt angles haek to DC VET for animation by the IRIS Performer run·time 
articulated database of human geometry. There are two Jack models to choose from, a high 
and low resolution. At NPS we use the low resolution DI figurc beeausc of NPSNET real 
time frame rate requirements. This low resolution version emulates the high resolut ion 
version in most details. exccpt it has no fingers (fingers and palm are a single elemcnt) , no 
spine, no eyeballs, and no clavicle. The low resolution lack is a 478 polygon model which 
is (;omprised of 23 joints having a total of 50 degrees of freedo m, see Table I [GRAN94B] 
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Table 1: lack F igurt! Characteristics 
B. FUNCTIONALITY 
DC VET's version of Jack, callcd BlueJack, is a sai lor version of the Dl figu re. The 
networked players sec ea(;h other as l ack, shown in Figure 4. Jack has the ability to display 
the motion of walking or running, head movement and hand motion. lack ML operates 
Figure 4: J"ck As a Sailor 
concurrently with the DC VET application as a st:parate process This is an important point 
since both processes are running and executing differt:nt commands which are not alw ays 
in sync with cach other. Infomlation has to be passed 10 the Jack ML via function calls. 
For DC VET the parameters for head rotation and elevation, appearance, velocity and head-
ing arc passed t:very cycle. Howevcr, hand motion is accomplished differently. A scparate 
function within the Jack code checks to sce what po~itioll Jack's hands should be at for the 
ncxt Jack ML cycle. For DC VET to manipUlate hand motion. hand signals havc been 
established and all index for each possible signal is created. \Vhen a certain h,llld Signal is 
desired, a queue in DC VET is filled with the request. Next, when Jack ML is rClldy [0 
execute that signal, it reads the queue, processes the request and executes the hand motion. 
The queue is cleared after the signal is completed and the next hand signal, if any, is 
processed. Without the use of a queue, the Jack ML may not receive the hand signal 
request before the next cycle and miss the desired hand motion 
Hand motions have to be calculated by breaki ng down the joinl~ and moving each 
segment by the appropriate amount of degrees within a designated time span, see Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Jack Articulated Arm Joint Composition 
The programmer must conceive all of the possible hand movements that he wants lack to 
perform in the virtual environmcnt. This requires a little pre-planning and calculating to 
create realistic {notions. The motions are given names for each hand signal which are then 
hard coded into a file called "HandSignals.C·. Currently there are over two dozen hand 
motions written, including an ann swinging motion for walking 
Movement of the Jack DT fi gure throughout the environment is controlled by the 
DC VET applil:ation. DC VET controls the translation, dead reckoning. body rotation, and 
velocity while Jack ~1L performs the animation. DC VET controls these functions in order 
to <.:ontrol multiple entities while wnducting collision detection. This also allows for the 
smooth swapping of clothing texture from a typical sailor uniform to a f irefightin g outfit 
The initial incorporation of Jack ML into DC VET suffered from compatibility problems 
with texturing, removing of the rifle and initializing animation. A parti(;ulariy frustrat ing 
problem arose in the initial animation sequence. In order to have any animation accom-
plished, the programmer must initialize Jack to a positive velocity. Starting with zero 
velocity at in it.ia lization meant that Jack would never he animated, even later when lack is 
moving. But Oll(;e all the functionali ty was operational, luck ML was well worth the effort. 
lack also has the ability to change postures. Keep in mind Jack ML was originally 
designed for a soldier not a sailor. These postures are stand weapoJl stowed, stand weapon 
fi re . knee! weapon stowed, kneel weapon fire. prone weapon stowed, prone weapon fi re, 
crawl and dead. Tn DC VET the standing, kneeling and dead postures are used. During the 
loading of the lack software, the weapon is removed from the tree hierarchy and the 
uniform texture for camouflage is replaced with a sailor work unifonn. The rifle is obvi-
ously notlleeded for damage control training, but the option to have a Marine with a rifle 
onboanl a sh ip is availahle. 
Jack has made a difference in the representation of the human in DC VET. Players 
in the environment can see the direct ion a networked user is looking, just like areal person. 
A person can watch networked users reach for objects, open or close doors and valves, and 
perfonn nand gestures such as corne follow me. see Figure 6. Because of lack' s human-
like qualities, two other features where added into the environment: a physical body for the 
user himself, and an autonomous Jllck that navigates about the environment. You can sec 
your legs move when you walk and your hand reach to open a door. Once again, these add 
to the feeli ng of immersion The use of autonomous lack allows the DC VET applicatio[l 
Figure 6: lack's Hand Motion 
(0 havc a tutor inside (he environment. A roving autonomous entity can tcach you how to 
navigatc aoout a ship and point out items of importance just like a person giving a guided 
The use of thl: low resolution Jack is implcmented because DC VET is expected to 
have several people networkl:d togcthl:r with one or more autonomous Jacks operating at 
the samc time. Each Jack consists of almost 500 polygons, and with several lacks the poly-
gon count can incrcase quickly while decreasing the frame ratc. Operating DC VET with 
lack ML proved to he \:apable of managing (he graphical rendering load. Even on the slow-
er Reality Engines, Powl:r Series 1, the application maimained good frame rates. With three 
networked stations and thrce autonomous lacks, frame rates of 10 to 20 frames per second 
are ach ievable. Pcrformance of the oVl:ral1 application is marc than adcquatl: to support 
immersion for training. 
C. MOTION 
l ack was incorporated to replace the original sai lor representation and show human 
articulation in the virtual world. The desire to use the lack figure in DC VET went beyond 
having lack act as a networkcd entity. To gain familiarizat ion with the shipboard environ-
ment. a gUide was needed to help the user along. lack ha~ become the tour gu ide and 
instructor for new peop le in the OC VET. Jack can be scripted like a lesson plan to show 
and tell the user what his world is ahout. In order to have a Jack enti ty move in the world 
a method of moving him from point to point was developed. It is to be quick and easy to 
implement. and yet allows Jack to move in a natural manner. 
When creat ing the autonomous Jack, the best motion path to travel is that of a 
human. To move Jack from one point (in three dimensions) to another, a 3D location is 
given along with the speed and final di rection to be facing when he arrives there. An algo-
rithm using trigonometry, to find the shortest path combined with a heuristic that uses a 
weighted average to orientate Jack in the proper direction was created. Jack does not whip 
around on the shortest course to the new place since humans tum progressively in the direc-
t ion they wall t to go. Hence he turns at a r;lte appropriate to the desired fina l direction and 
shOltest path. This is compmed eve])' frame cycle giving Jack a smoothing walking 
motion, see Figure 7. The wal king algorithm orientates Ja ck to reach the desircd location 
and heading even if he is facing the wrong direction as shown Figure 8_ If Jack is given a 
path that did not have enough room to maneuver, Jack pivots hi s body to face the correct 
direction before start ing on the next event leg 
Some of the paths computed by the algori thm are not the quickest pmh a human 
wou ld walk. However, the algorithm does offer natural movement vice square fac ing 
movements I ike an army platoon 
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Figure 7: Walking Motion Path 
Point 
Figure 8: Opposite Direction Walking Motion Path 
IV. LEARJ""ING ENVIRONMENTS 
A. TRAINING 
The main foc us of the original DC VET was to be a virtual environment trainer. 
Now, with the capability of creating three-dimcnsional worlds that look much like the real 
world and being able to navigate and interact in real time with them, lIew methods for 
teaching people have been unleashed_ Virtual environments will be a new avenue for train -
ing much like video tapes which instruct people in ally numher of activities from <lerobies 
to civil ian flying. Today a person can go 10 a video store and rent a video to teach them-
selves eiviJi<ln pilot skills for flying _ Lessons range from takc-offs and landings. navigati on 
and in-flight emergencies_ These tapes are an inexpensive way for a person to learn and 
prepare himself for the many hours of flight time requi red to qualify for a license. He can 
learn when he has time, and repeat kssolls Ihat neccssitate additional instmction. Virtual 
environments proficiently accomplish instruction of these skills. People learn through 
el(perience and yirmal env ironments are the next best thing 10 being there. DC VETs 
spec ific goal is to tcach basil: firefight. ing and engineering l:<lusa\ity skills. It accomplishes 
this hy allowing users to learn what things a re in the environment by inquiring or simply 
observing articulated humans illustrat ing procedures in casualty control. However, DC 
VET has not reached thc levcl of instruction ncccssary for teal:hing all thc higher level fire-
fight ing skills. In time, advanced tech nology will enahle even more realistic environments 
to he developed 
L. j\lethods of Learning 
NPS has a networked environment, DC VET, where people can interact together, 
become fam iliar with thei r surroundings and learn procedures in fighting shipboard fires. 
A structurcd training program for instruction was desired for DC VET. It was imperativc 
that the user could learn how to move about the virtual environment and interact with rela-
live ease. The conccpt of using a guide to help the novice user in the world came about hy 
mimicking the real world where one would have a ~rson to show him where things are and 
discu~s their function This concl:pt is similar to indoctrination periods that ncw I:mploYl:l:s 
go through. DC VET uses the autonomous Jack to guide the user through the ~hip to find 
new compartments and bl:comc familiar with the ship, see Figure 9. After the familiariza-
tion ph<lse the user can progress and leam how to combat fires and enginccri ng c<lsualties 
Figure 9: Jack Discussing a Pump's Operation 
in the cngineroom. Hc can watch Jack fight a fire and extinguish it, Figure 10, or CUI off 
supply to a steam or fuel oillcak, Figurc ll. 
There are four options for the user to leam what is ill the environment. First, watch 
Jack move through the ship and watch a totally guidl:d tour. This is much like a video 
presentation. Second, the user can follow Jack through the ship and watch how he reacts. 
('hird, he can be: lead by Jack through the ship, bUI has thl: option to stop and exploreohjects 
of interest. Finally. he can just figure it OUI himself. at his own pace, by (rial and error. 
Having the different options allows thl: user nexibility to learn at his own pace. He can 
f igure 10: Jack Illust rating f ire fighting Methods 
f igure 11 : Jack Closing a Steam Valve 
~witch bl:tween modes, reverse or fas t forward a scelle and evcn rc-start from the heginning 
at anytime 
With the autonomous Jack onc ean sce ahuman figure guide him. It is intended that 
virtual trainers he capable of teaching the user about the environment vice having another 
individual constantly supervising. We have taken the instructor from the classroom and 
placed him into the virtual environment. The Jack ML can be used to give hand signals to 
point in a specific dircction while simultaneously playing audio sound clips to prescnt 
information. Jack can walk up to a Main Feed Pump, discuss its function in hrief, point to 
the intake and discharge piping. \Vhen folluwing .Jack, he can notify you that you are going 
in the wrong direction or that he ' ll wait here for you 
2. Le~son ne~igning 
The mon: complex the training and the more topics to be covered, the greater the 
amount of planning required. This is much like an instructor preparing an outline for class 
and deciding on the contents to be discussed. The better prepared the lecture the more 
heneficial the instruction. Training lessons arc typed into a script data file hy the lesson 
designer and can be played back at anytime while planning a lesson. The designer of a 
lesson can review where and what Jack has done and if the lesson meets exp::ctations 
When recording scripts, une ha~ to take intu cunsideration wflere (in three dimensions) Jack 
is planned to petform a task. Also, a numeric index is used t.o choose the differenltasks 
presented in Table 2. Writing a scripted lesson is relatively easy since the planncr just 
moves through the world and looks in the dirtttjon where he wants the events to happen 
Then the positions are recorded with the event as he decides on the lesson. 
Having a scripted lesson, which is not much different from an instructor'S class 
uutline, allows the individual Oexibility in learning. This allows the user to progress 
through training lessons at his pace, repeat lessons that hc desires, and skip other le~soIlS 
that were simple to him. The training is dynamic and flexihle to the user's requirements 
The user docs nOl feel embarrassed or pressured to learn. The environment is well suited 
for the natural retention of knowledge and the karning of skills 
Scripted lack Events 
Move j Pivot 
Play Sound-bites j Start Fire 
Nozzle Water On/ Perform Hand 
Off I Signals 
Open/Close I Jum~ to Other 
Valves SectIOns of the 
ShIp 
iGo UpfDOWll loren/Close Doors 
Stairs 
Start Steam Leak j Pick Up Nozzle 
Activate Halon 
WaitlPause 
I ~etivate Ventila-tIOn 
I Display Text 
Table 2: AutOllomousJuck Instructions 
Many of the features created for instruct ing aUlOnomous lack are choreographed 
with other everns that affect the user and other networked entities. Therefore, consideration 
when designing new functionality requires rebuilding of the original DC VET applications. 
The redesigned version of DC VET uses similar control fUllctions that manipulated 
networked entities to operate the ncw autonomous entities. To keep the networked simu-
lation states congruent, any event that a networked or autonomous entity perfom1 must be 
reflected in all networked simu lat ions. The environment is now capable of supporting the 
user as an entity, networked and autonomous entities all at the same time 
DC VET is not at the point where we can break down equipment into smaller parts 
and train a mechanic to fix an engine. nut future designs of virtual ship environments may 
allow a person to move around a ship and learn about the components of the Main Feed 
Pump_ A persoll at some critical time will require the knowledge for casualty control train-
ing. maintenance or repairs. Training of this type is essential and needs to be expanded. 
The capability to train an engineer to operate and repair a piece of equipment at sea without 
an instructor is necessary. At sea we do not always have the expertise for every piece of 
equipment and can' t wait weeks for the next POlt visit or technical representative to be 
flown out. An onboard trainer can improve productivi ty, decrease equipment down time 
and save dollars. 
B. CORPORATE TRAINING 
Motorola University was looking for a means of hroadening the manufacturing 
training program fAOAM9.'il_ They decided that virtual reality technologies would be a 
cost effective way to replace thei r training course for operating a roootie machinery linc. 
Virtual Reality would provide portability of the training tool and allow fo r quick update~ 
of changes on the prodUction line. Motorola University tested theircoocept 00 the Advance 
Manufacturing Course of the Pager Robotic Assembly Facility. There were three groups 
of people for the evaluation. First, 11 trainer using a life size replica of thl: assembly linl:. 
Second, VR group using a de~ktop consok. And lastly, a VR group u~ing a HMO with 
tracker. They found that the VR group us ing a HMO with tracker tested much odter than 
the other two groups. Comparison was recordw by the number of errors and missed steps 
made by each group. These results arl: presented in Table 3 [ADAM951. Essentially the 
VR lIMD with tracker did six times better than the laooratory or VR desktop groups. 
TASK MOCK-UP VR VR LAB DESKTOP HMO 
Setup 11 14 I 
Start-up 5 6 I 
Running 0 0 I 
Shutdown 6 4 I 
AVl:ragl: 6 6 I 
Table 3: Mistakes Observed in The Test Groups 
Motorola concluded that the reason for virtual reality success in their projl:ct is that 
it is individually driven and people can practice at their own pace. The VR group with the 
HMD with tracker were totally immersed and focu~ed in the training. The virtuaJ environ-
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ment was designcd in six wecks using PC based software from Superscape. Derai led of 
modcling of thc assembly line t:quipmt:1lI was important as well as sound bites refle ctin g 
action in the envirollTllt:n\ . Tht: operator of the t:nvironment can associate actual sounds in 
the virtual environment to tht: real assembly line later. Supcrscapc docs not provide as 
much func tionality and capability as Pcrformer and MultiGen used in thc NPS graphics 
laboratory. DC VET uscs the samc basic concepts of Motorola and should be (;apable of 
realizi ng similar positive results. 
c. SUMMARY 
Continuing the enhaneemcnts of vi rtual trainers, DC VET needs to be transfonned 
into an environment that can also support multimedia to supp1emt:nt the realistic way of 
navigation and icaming that already exists in the environmt:n1. Video and sound togt:tht:r 
afe rt:qu ired to cxplain more arli(;ulatt:d subJe(;\s until virtua l t:nvironmellls are robust 
cnough to simulate th is themsdves. For instance, a short video take can explain how 10 don ' 
an oxygen breathing apparatus (OBA), ex plain the refrigeration cycle, or illustrate how 
stcam 110ws through the enginccring plant. Multimedia in combination with the thrt:e-
dimensional environment will enhance tht: training t:vt:lllllore. A person later can walk up 
to an OBA on a ship and remember the video take on how to don the ORA In this manner 
training ean successfull y be accomplishcd. 

V. NETWORKED ENVIRONMENT 
A. DIS COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL 
A networked environment was essential to the design of the DC VET because most 
naval training is IcaIn training. It was necessary to have multiple players in the same cnvi-
wnment intl:racting to solve the same problem. NPSNET has had great success with the 
Distributetllnteractivc Simulation (DIS) protocol which was used for this project as well 
[IST93]. All governrm:nl built networked simulations must communicate via DIS 
[DOD92]. The DIS protocol uses packets of data called Protocol Data Units (POUs) which 
are transmitted over the graphics laboratory's network. The entity state POU is used to 
send the othl;.'T players an entity's location in the mooel, direction and linear veloci ty , accel-
eration, poslllre, objects manipulated, and the scenario state. Each player is abo assign~d a 
unique entity numb~r to organize PDU data. The use of linear vdocity, acceleration, and 
dead reckoning parameters allows the program 10 plot the user's next position even if a 
PDU is lost. 
N~tworking humans in an ~nvironment, instead of vehicles , presents different prob-
lems. Humans can change their orientation more quickly than vehicles and have Illany 
postures in a short period of time. This necessitates the propagation of more PDUs than a 
vehicle simulation in the sallle amount of time. A PDU is transmitted on a threshold basis, 
or if certain events occur. For instance, if the user moves a fe w meters, comes to a quick 
stop or moves an object. The timely transmission of a PDU is critical to the immersion, but 
the system should also not he ovnloaded with excessive PDU packets_ 
When in the network mode, the program constantly scans for entity PDUs through-
out the walkthrough simulation. When a new player's POD is received, it creates a new 
Jack sailor dynamically and translates him to the respective pan of the ship model. This 
virlual environment can also operate while other DIS networked environmentS are operat-
ing without interference. The program discriminates other PDUs of other simulations via 
a reference number located in the Exercise ID PDD subfielu. A networked observer mode 
was also created so people can watch and learn what otllers arc doing in the virtual envi-
ronment trainer and not interfere with the training. The other players don·t even know the 
ob~erver is there. A final networked mode is a sound server which was created for the 
graphics reality engines without sound capabililY. A sound capable compukr acts as the 
sound server, reading POUs from the network and creating the sounds for one or more play-
Modifying OC VET to network motions represented by lhe Jack Motion l.ibrary 
reqnired use of additional PDLl subfields. The PDU type used in the NPSNET DIS proto-
col is shown in Table4. Of all these PDD types to chose for DC VET, the Entity Slalr POll 
Variable Length Static Length 
rire 
Resupply Cancel 
Service Request RepairCornplele 
Re.lupplyOffer Repair Respoose 
Resupply R~c~;v~d 
Action R~que~l CrealeEnlity 






Table 4: Various NPS"'Kf .PDt: lYres 
Fi~~~ t~;ZC I POU l<'leids POC Subficlds 
96 Protocol Version 8 hi t enllmeration 
I Exerci,c ID 8billlnsigned inlcger 
PDU Type 8 hit enumeralion 
Padding 8 bil unllsed 
Time Slarnp 32 bil 1In>'ignedimeger 
Length 16billlnsigned 
Padding 16 hil unused 





Application 16 bit llmigned inle;;er 
Entity 8 bil IIlls;gnedinieger 
8 b;twllmeml;on 
8 bu unsigned inleger 
Enti ty Kjnd 8 bit en"meration 
Domain 8 bil en"merQ/ioll 
Country 8 bit enumeration 
Category 8 bit en"mantion 
Subcategory 8 bil enumerarion 
Specific 8 bil em,meralion 








Country 8 bit e .. umeration 
I Cal<:gol}' 8 hil ~n"maation 
Subcategory 8 hit enumaation 
Specific8hitenumeralion 
Extra 8 bitenumerati()n 
Emity X - Component 32 bit jloalinl5 puint 
Linear 
Velocity Y - Component 32 hi/j/oatillg 1'0,111 
Ent ity 
Location 
Z - Component 32 hitjloating plJint 
X - Component 32 bi/j/oating point 
I y. Component 32 hi/ j/(){1ling point 
Z - Component 32 bit jlawing point 
96 Entity Psi 32 hil floaling paint 
Orientation r::-----,=c:----c------j 
Theta 32 bilj/oatingpoinl 
Psi 32 hilj/oa/ingpoinl 





Dead Reckon Algorithm 8 bit enumeration 
OTher Parameters 120 bits unuud 
EntilyLiliearAccelerat ion 3x32hitflOalingpoint 
Entity Angular Velocity 3x32 hil imeger 
ArtiCulation Change 16 hit unsigned integer 
ID-anached 10 16 bit ,,,,si,,ned integer 
Parameter Type 32 hit parameter rype record 
Paramttcr Value 64 bits 
Table 5; Entity State PDU 
was thc only onc uscd. shown Table 5 [IST93j. The cntity state POD is gCTlI:ric cnough 
for any entity type, such as an aircraft or human. It is also variablc in length so that as the 
design ofOC VET matures. more data can be packed into the PDU packet for transmission 
over the network 
To aniculate Jack on othcr computer stations, statns parameters are loadcd in thc 
network PDU index of the application and transmitted at desin:d event critcria. It is possi -
ble to pass a PDLI evt'Ty cycle to keep other stations infonned about your networked enti· 
ty's status, bUlthis would quickly saturate tlH: network with a large group of playcrs. To 
reduce the numocrof PDU s on the network, data is transferred over the network only when 
an entity's status has charlged or if an event has occurred. Whcn there is no status change, 
no entity state POUs arc sem for up to five seconds. This helps to maintain a low network 
load. To detennine the network entity's location when no PDLI has been received. a dead 
reckoning algorithm is employed to cstimate the entities CUrren! location . Tbis fe aturc 
works quitc well. but can cause Jumping of the networked .Ii.l(·k figure in the world if his 
speed has changed drastically, or if OC VET is operating on a much slower machine, such 
as all SOl Indy or Indigo2 
B. NETWORKING SnORT FALlS 
The DC VET has been evaluated using five players and there was no observable lag 
time or salUration, Figure 12 [ZESW93]. The real-time rendering of the scene with the 
networked players worke,d satisfactorily_ Users were able to interact with each other and 
view the changes and effects caused by each other in real-time_ A short fall found with 
networking is thl;:: presencc of race condition~ . If two users pert'orm the same operation at 
the same time. the last person's action is final. For instance. if one person is closing a 
door and another is opening it, then the door swings back and forth. This is similar to the 
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With many of the object m,mipulations in the environment this did not appear to be 
a major problem. Solutions for undesirable race conditions still require follow on work 
Another potential networking problem. besides race conditions and saturation, is 
lost or cOfmpted PDUs. If a PDU is lost and no simulation status has changed, then the 
dead recognizing algorithm and new PDL;s will be able to maintain the integrity of the 
simulation. However, a networked station will not be able to maintain the simulation if a 
PD[J containing an event such as initializing a fuel oillcak, activation of the halon system, 
or fire noule slale change occurs is lost '1111:re would be different states in the same simu-
lation witl] entities interacting where one has a fire ragging and the other is calm, PDlI 
packer loss or corruption is not common, and this JXll"cntial nctworking error has not affect 
ed the DC VET application during its nine months of operation to date. 
There is another difficulty with new stations entering the DC VET simulation while 
olber netv'iorkcd players have changed states in the simulation. The new player does not 
receive a previous history of events_ This causes doors and values to be in differelll posi~ 
rions, and damage Lo bulkheads from fires not to be rendered in the new player's enviroll-
men!. To solve this. a PDU packet containing the history of the environment would need 
to he sent out to a IlI:W player asking to join the simulation. After receiving this packet, old 
and new players in the DC VET enviroTllnl:nt would have the same simulation wilh the 
same stales. This was not aTl issue since the DC VEr simulation of networked players are 
together. in the sallie laboratory or location 
The networking of the environment is anolher cri tical factor in creating a virtual 
enviroTllnent trainer where mUltiple people can participate. With the abili ty to transfer 
postures and lIIotion of a hUlllllil.likeJack. we can visualize in the virtual environment whal 
other networked players are doing. like Figure 13. Networking has made the Damage 
Figur~ 13: Networked Jack Entities 
Conlrol Virtual Enviromnent Trainer a plalfoml worth consideration for other types of 
group tmining as well 

V!. COLLISION DETECTION 
A. INTERSECTION TESTING 
1. Deck and Objed Collisions 
Tris Performer features for computing intersection testing are utilized in the walk-
through project. Intersection te~ti llg gives the walkthrough program its interactive capabil-
ity allowing tests for collision detection, object manipulation and hyper- text displays with 
sounds. Performer's method tests line segments against the database scene. In walk-
throughs, there arc maIlY different objects in the scene which are of different shapes and 
sizes. Because of the number of ohjects in a scene. many more line segments arc required 
for intersection testing to resolve collision detection. During the initialization of the 
program every object is assigned an intersection mask when the model database is loading 
Hem:e, during real-time traversal of the model, there is no delay in learning what each 
object is. For the training and familiarization phasc of this project the intersection masking 
of ohjects allows thc user to Iou<.:h any object in the world with the mouse and discover what 
it is. This is a great tool for the novice sailor who, having never been aboard a ship, needs 
to know what things are. Tn the real world. the sailor would have to have a "sea-daddy" 
follow him around and answer a myriad of questions. 
For intersection testing, Performer line segments are takcn from the user's view 
point and are then emhcdded in a pfSeC7Set structure that retains the origin, length and 
direction [KlNG951. (The pfSe"Set embodies an intersection request as a group of line 
segments, an intersection mask, discrimination callba<.:k and traversal node.) The intersec-
tion testing is computed and checked for a bitwise AND of the intersection traversal mask 
and the intersection mask of the object. When the result is non-zero, an interse<.: tion has 
occurred and the line segment is stored in the above ~ structure whi<.:h is then tested 
against the geometry oftbe object. When an intersection test is positi ve, information about 
the intersection point is saved in a Performer cl!:!.i1 structure for later use by the walk-
through llpplication. Otherwise, there is no intersection and the traverslll docs not continue 
checking Pllst the object's child nodes. Within the 1illiit structure, infonllation about the 
interscction's coordinates, nonnals, transfor mation matrix of the object, the node name and 
a pointer to the intersected objects are saved. A query is used to extract the information 
from the ufH.j! structure and ,by default, the nearest object to eollidl: with it is the one 
queril:d. This can bl: changl:d by a discriminlltor callback functio n [ROHL94l 
There arc two types of collision detections tested during each frame in the walk-
through environment: deck (ground) collision and object collision. Iris Performer ~ 
originates from thl: user's view point. Seven line sl:gments are calculated every frame: one 
for the deck collision and the other six for object collisions as seen in Figure 14. The deck 
collision de.tection scheme points the linl: segment in the negative Z axis down twenty 
meters. By checking intersection every frame the height-of-eye is accurately maintained 
whether it be on a flat surface or an incline, such as a ramp. To prevent walking on objects, 
such as tables, piping and madlinery equipment, the traversal intersection masks are unique 
for decks . A bitwise AND is computed, and if a DECK_MASK and a COLLIDE_MASK 
result in a non-zero value, the intersection infonnation is loaded into the cllli! structure. 
When the user is traversing a ship's ladrierwell (stairs), Ihe hcight-of-eye is adjusted rapidly 
to the new step which gives the illusion of walking, vice gliding, up or down steps. 
Collision into objects is also calculated every frame utilizing six line segments 
along the X llnd Y axes in the direction of the user's motion. There are two sets of line 
segmcnts. The first set is at the origin of the viewer's height-of-eye and projected straight 
out and 45 degrees from the centl:r, left and right. A second set of segments in the same 
directions are takcn at the user's knee level, which is one-thirds the height-of-eye. Two 
different levels ensures that the user does not walk into low objects like equipment nor high 
obJects like piping. The lengtll of a line segment is 2.0 times the prcviolls distance between 
frames or a minimum of 0.1 meters. This prevents thc user from passing through an object 
or bulkhead (wall) before reaching it. When collision detcction occurs, the user is returned 
to thc previons location and heading before the collision which gives the user the illusion 
Top Down Vi!,\v 
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Figure 14: Collision Detection Scheme 
ot houncing ofr th~ object. When the ust:r is moving backwards, tht: line segments ale 
simply reversed to perfonn collision detection in the opposite direction. 
The above collision detection method works well most ot the time in a non-
networked simulation. Note, when the user is networked and able to view othen, the above 
method is limited. When the user is stationary and in close proximity of an ohjeet or bulk-
head, others can view the networked user's shoulders or hands passing through objects 
Wllilc he rotates when stationary. This occurs only in the networked environment since you 
cannot sec yourself in the stand alone DC VET. To overcome this loss of realism in the 
networked version, additional line segments arc added. Four additjonal segments, two sets 
of two, are tested at near right angles to the user'~ direction at the height-of-eye and knee 
level. These additional line segments are always .25 meters because, the distan<.:e from 
center of the hody to the shoulder is .2 meters. These additional segments function like the 
previous six line segments. This prevents the user's body trom rotating into an object. As 
the wrnplexity of our human in the world grows the complexity of intersection testing 
increases. \-Vith the articulation of legs and anns with the Jack!!;' Motion Library 
((iRA 'l"94A J, dynamic points for intersection testing of the user represented by Jack must 
be incorporated 
Another modification to the collision detection algorithm takes into consideration 
the user carrying objects in his hands. Previously when <.:arrying objects like a fire hose 
noale, it woulu pass through other objects or the hulkhead (wall). A solution to solve this 
problem was to el'.tend the center line segments (upper and lower) when the user is carrying 
an object When an obje<.:t <.:hanges state anu is placed into the user's hands, an inuex to the 
length of the !lew <.:enler line segments are passed to the collision detection scheme. For 
instance. when the lIser hold, the nozzle, an additional 0.4 meters is added to the center line 
segments to forecast the co!lision and prevent tile lJeld object from passing tlJrough any 
other objects. Increasing only the center line segments and not the other 8 prevents the nser 
from heing trapped in tiglJt locations, like ladderwells or passageways of the model 
Adding to the side segments does not represent the user's trlle occupied space. This solu-
tion is not perfect but reduces significantly the clJance of viewing user held objects passing 
tlJrough other ubjedS. Another oplion would be to lJave a second sct of line segmenls from 
the end of the object perform collision detection like the uppcr or leve l detcction segments 
show in Figure J5 ('his could be incorporatcd into the original collision dctect ion algo-
Top Down View 
Figure 15: Modified Collision Detediun Sl:heme 
ri thm o r could be a separate collision detection algorithm which returns a boo lean value to 
a positive col lision dctcction. This should reduce the chanccs evcn furt hcrof any hand hel d 
objects passing through other objects 
2. Autonomous Agents 
Allthc conccptual designs of collision detection algorithms discussed so far havc 
been about the user himself in the virtual environment . All collision detection resolutions 
have been from the user's view point and basical ly stop the llIotion of the user and relocate 
him to the previolls location prior to detection . With nelworked entities lhis was still a 
salisfactory means of resolving collisions. However, with thc introduction of autonomous 
agents. such as lack, DC VET needs to dctcrminc collisions for its autonomous agents tou 
rhe COncepts are the same as thc previous methods of collision dctcction, but now each 
autonomous agent must know if it collides with other objects. A separate function provides 
this and returns a boolean value indicating collision or not. It is up to the designer to add 
limited intelligence and have the agents perform in a human like manner when they walk 
into other players, objects or bulkheads. The Marine outside the Combat Information 
Center (CrC) in the Antares model walks back and forth unti l something blocks its path. 
When the collision occurs, the Marine simply turns around and walks back in the oppositc 
direction. The collision detection can abo be uscd to start events when a user comes in 
proximity of a room. Sound events can be played or states in the environment can be 
changed. This is much like a mine waiting to explode when somebody gets close enough . 
8. PICKING 
Intersection testing is also incorporated into classifying the type of objects in the 
virtual environment. A Performer function called ~ is used to return the node or 
object picked. It operates much the same way as intersection testing with ~ and 
QfHl!. When the Illouse points to an object. a sct of screen eoonlin.lles are returned. The 
~ fum:tion generates a line segment from the user's eye f}(}int which passes 
through the nt:ar clipping plane generated by the screen coordinates of the mouse. Results 
from the intersection testing are stored in a IDlIi.l structure as well. The lill:li! STnleture 
returns a pointer to the intersected node's object which is then checked against the masks 
assigned during the program' s initialization to see if the object can be manipulated or can 
display hyper-text with sound. By pressing the mouse buttons while pointing to an Object, 
the user can open doors, turn valves and move Objects. 
Collision detect ion is paramount to the success of this project. It aids the user in 
navigating realistically in the virtual environment .Illd resolves the distinction between 
objects to manipulate and objects which display infonnation. This interaction helps the 
immersed user learn the necessary skills required in damage control. In the evaluation of 
intersection testing for collision detection, object manipulation and ,\elivating hyper-text 
with sounds, there was no noticeable degradation to the r~al·time rendering of the virtual 
environmt:nt using the Reality Engine 2. Howt:vcr, in the laboratory, using the single 
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processor Silicon Graphics Indig02 EXlreme computer and no textlJres, I.he frame rate was 
reduccd significantly to five frames/second. As the necd for more interse(;tion testing 
becomes neccssary the overall performance of the tra iner may decrease. Additional meth-
ods may need to be included to increasl: efficien\.:Y and general ity of intersection testing. 

VII. USER INTERFACE 
A. INTERFACE CONTROl~'" AND DISPLAYS 
For the walkthrough projecl a simple interface was desired because the intended 
user of the application is nOillCl:eSsariiy a computer user. The interface is designed to be 
fair ly intuitive so ilia! there is minimum instruction required. The tinal design uses a large 
monitor or a Head Mounted Display (HMO) as the output device, aud a mouse as the input 
device. Data gloves and video tracking devices were considered as the mcans of tracking 
the user's motion, but because of the cost or reliability of these items, they were not used. 
The CAVE (Audio Visual-Experience Automatic Virtual Experic[I(;c) is another system 
that would work extremely well in the virtual environment tra iner [NEIR92]. However, 
due to COSIS and restricted portability, it was not considered for this project. The preferred 
method for immersion into the virtual world with DC VET is the HMO. The HMD gives 
the u~er a wider fie ld of view (100 degrees) and intuitive fee ling of navigating the environ-
ment. The user just looks ill the di rection he wants to travel and presses a mouse button to 
move forward. backward or to stop. Tf the user wants 10 open a door. close a valve, press 
a switch. move an object or inquire ahout all object, he looks di reclly at that object in the 
center oflhe screen, then presses two mouse buttons together: the Object does what the user 
wants. In spite of its advantages. it is our expcrieJl(;e that most people don' t like to wear 
the HMD for extended periods of time. Another problem encountered with the HMD is the 
diffic ulty in reading the hyper-text displays. The letters are too small for the 745 hy 225 
resolutioll HMD in the laboratory. Better HMDs costing in excess of $25,000 may solve 
this, but the goal here is a low cost system. With four people networked together for a train-
tng scenario, it could get costly to provide better HMOs. Sounds were ad.deli for effects 
and to help alleviate the prohlem of reading hyper-text with the HMO When a user 
inquires about an obJect, he can hear what the hyper-tcxt displays 
The use of a 1280 by 1024 resolution large screen monitor is just as adequate for 
displaying the virtual environment. The monitor i~ set to a 45 degree field of view which 
is the nonna! focusing fie ld of view for humans. Because of the monitor's high resolution, 
a Graphical User Tnterface (GUT) is located at the bottom of the scene to assist the uscr. The 
user can quickly adjust his height-of-eye, switch from the walk mode (collision detcct ion) 
to a fly through mode, immediately jump to key points in the ship model, start/stop tmining 
and fam iliarization lessons, or have the trainer show him the way from point A to point B. 
It abo displays the user's eurrent location in the X. Y, Z planes, plus heading, pitch and 
roll. Another feature is a Deck Overview of the ship which allows the novice user to see 
an outline of the ship and his current location, represented as a black dot, so he will always 
know where he is in relation to the ship. Figure 16 shows a scene of the engine room with 
a hyper-text box displayed, the deck overview and GUI controls. 
Figure 16: CUI Cootrols With Vicw of Eogioeroom 
A mouse is used as the primary means of input which controls speed, direction of 
motion . view point and object manipulation. The operations which can be performed with 






Open a DoorlValve 
Pick Up a Fire Noule 




SlartiSlop Jack Tour Guide 
Table 6: Mouse Rutton Interface and Functions 
one of the four quadranls and Ihe screen will follow. To look up and lefi, juSt move the 
mouse to the upper left quadrant. To move right, move the mouse to the middle righl of the 
screen. When the UseT wantS to open a door, he moves the mouse over the door and presses 
the right and middle mouse buUons at the same time. There is a "dead zone" in the center 
tWO inches of the screen created to preventlhe screen from panning in any direction. The 
keyboard is also used as a means of input and il controls many functions in addition to initi-
ating damage control scenarios. One may use the keyboard as an alternate control instead 
of the GUI. see Table 7. 
The preferred method for immersion into DC VET would be a HMD with a 3D 
mouse. This wou ld allow the user to gain the sense of reaching out to obje<:ts in the envi-
ronment instead of just preSSing a mouse pointer from a 2D mouse over an object at any 
53 
Functions Keyboard Input 
Display GUI and Ikek Overvi"w 
Turn OnlOff L<><:a\ Soun<l Effe~ts 
Tum OniOffL<><:al & Global Sounds 
Exit Program 
Togg!" CPU and Graphics Slati<li~s 
Initiate Fi re Casualty Scq'lCnce 'ForT 
Place Fire Nonie Back to Fire Swtion 
ToggkTcxtureDisplay 'ror'!' 
Toggle Wire Frame Display 
Jump to Bndge Way Point 
lump [0 ClC Way Point 
Jump to Engincroom Way Point Shift'E' or'e' 
Start/SlOp Demonstration •• Jack a~ Guide 'J 'or 'j' 
StarliStop Demonstration (Cam"ra Follows) Shift'l'or'j' 
SlarliStop Demonstration (Wait for U~er) 
Restart DemonstrationiLesson Shift'K'or'k' 
Change to New DemonslrationlLesson 
lump to Vehic le Loading Dock Way Point Shift ' P' or 'p' 
Save RGB Tmage of Display Control'PrintScreen' 
Mo\'c Forward an Ewnt During Demonslration I Shifl '+ ' 
Movc Backward an Event During Demonstration 
Table 7: Keyboard Interface and Functions 
depth The usc of voice recognition for issuing commands would have also becn ideal for 
this type of environment. Vuice recognition wuuld a.1low the user to walk around the ~hip 
without having to focus on objects to be manipulated, or requiring a coordin3lcd mouse 
dick to i.nitiate a response, Voice as a input device would also allow the user to make 
quicker responses to the environment. Another reason for voice activated commands with 
DC VET is that all the engineering scenarios can only be activated by the keyboard, The 
software to test voice recognition was not available for this thesis, but is a worthy consid-
eration for future work. 
Another alternative to voice recognit ion and the keyboard as input devices is 10 usc 
floating icons that can be seen in the HMO or from the consolc. These icons would become 
visible to the user when a mousc button is pressed. An icon menu could appear and lead to 
sub icon menu's to prevent the screen from being cluttered. When using the HMD and icon 
menus. a user can start an engineering casualty easily. The choice of icons would have to 
have some likeness in reprcsentation to the action taken, so the user would need to iustinc-
lively know what the iwn means, especially if the user is new to DC VET. The use of icons 
with a 2D mouse is feasible with the DC VET application and should be incorporated into 
thc next revis ion . 
B. SOUNDS AND EFFECTS 
The addition of sounds into DC VET was necessary to increase the feeling of 
immersion. Originally sound· bites would be used to indicate a rcsponse to inform the user 
of general conditions. The user would hear an alann sound when there was an cngineering 
casualty, or be able to tell that the ventilation system was activated for de·smoking. Sounds 
provide instant feedback and allow the user recogn ition of events that arc not visibly appar· 
ent. With the addition of sound·bites for recognition of events. came the need for the ability 
to give information about the world. In the original DC VET, the user was able to navigate 
through the ship and read text which explained what an object was and its basic funct ion 
Now with the addi tion ofthe sound lihrary, the user can hear and read the descript ion simul-
taneously. 
To implement real time sounds in DC VET, a sound library was utilized. Sound-
hites that are used repeatedly, like clanking noise of feet on a ladderwell (stairs), ventila-
tion noise, o[ alarms, are loaded into memory during program load up. This allows for 
instant audio feedback with no noticeable deja),. However, lengthy sounds that are describ· 
ing what objects are in the world are not loaded into memory. and have a slight latency 
when playing the sound file. With DC VET being a networked environment came about 
the desire to networked sounds. Also, not all the reality engine graphic computers have 
sound capability. A sound server program to play these sounds was necessary. The DIS 
communication protocol, used for networking multiple stations, was also utilizcd for the 
networking of sounds. The sound server is capable of providing sounds for just one station 
or a group of stations in the same area. The sound server application reads POU packets 
off the network, waits for a sound request and plays the requested sound tIle. When oper-
ating with multiple stations, it is also verifies if a sound request for the same sound was just 
requested. This prcvents hcaring thc repeatcd playing of sounds, like alarms, multiple 
times hecause more than onc station ha.~ requested it at nearly the same time. If the sound 
server did not discriminate requests, the sounds will have a reverh effect. This occurs 
because the sound server is capahle of playing up to four sounds simultaneously and can 
play the same sound file at the same time. 
Most sounds in DC VET are initiated because an event, engineering casualty, or an 
input from the user was sensed by the program. ¥/hen the user causes an event to occur, a 
call to play the corresponding sound-bite is sent to the sound server. For audio to explain 
what objects are in the world, additional callbacks wl:re used to find the o:.:orrl:sponding 
sound fill: of objects crcatcd in the model. MultiGen allows for the imbedding of text into 
thl: modd. Thi~ allows the designer to write infrnmation ahont the object's name and fnnc-
tion, and havc thc corresponding sound file he saved with the object. When the user presses 
his mouse hntton to learn about an ohject, the name of the sound file is retricved from the 
model datahase and is sent to the sound server. The sound servcr receives the requcst and 
plays the information sound file, and the user hcars about what the item in question is with-
in a second 
Sounds can be also used when creating scripted training lessons using the autono-
mous Jack. The script call call sound files to inform the use:r of the purpose: o(this lesson 
or about things that can not he tmly experienced in the world. The designer has the ahility 
to add sounds effects to the beginning of each evell t planned in lhe scripte:d lesson This 
allows for the fiexibility of using audio when needed during the designing of a lack lesson 
in the environment 
C. SUMMARY 
The use of sound for information and effects in DC VET adds to the realism of the 
environment in much the same way NPSNET has done for years. DC VET was created 
more for familiarization training, vice simulation skills enhancement, anrl has the ability to 
instruct using audio. The usc of audio isjust like having a tour guide or an instructorteach-
ing you about the world. Sounds improve the DC VET from the original r1esign. To go one 
step further, the incorporation of shorl video clips could also be used to teach skills that are 
difficult to render in the existing virtual environment. For instance, DC VET could teach 
a person how to don an aIlA (Oxygen Breathing Apparatus) by just clicking a mouse 
bullon and mouse pointer on an OBA aod watching a short video of r1011niog the OBA 
There are many means of adding training into the virtual environment. The more training 
that can be imbedded into the virtual environment, the more it will be capable of augment-




The goal of this thesis is to increase the capahility of the DC VET (Damage Control 
Vil1ual Environment Trainer), to prove the feasibility of using vi rtual environments as a 
trainer for the U.S. Navy. To achieve th is, the thesis explored several areas of virtual reality 
technologies, and achicved the following results: 
The simu lation is networked so that several users can interact in the same vit111ai 
environment for training. Users scc networked articulated humans and interact 
with each other. Also the network allows users lO hear sounds on nOll -sound 
capable reality engine computers by playing sounds on remote sound capable 
computers. 
The collision de tectioll mechanism is enhanced 10 pn::vent the user from moving 
through d~cks, bulkheads and other objecLS. 
Scripted train ing scenarios arc created to both test and train the user. The 
scenarios can be reviewed r~peatedly until the user feels proficient in the suhject 
Sounds are added to increase the fee ling of immersion. Sounds are heard by thc 
users to indicat~ events occurring, give instant feedback and instruct users about 
the environment. 
Several training devices arc incorporated inlo the simulation. These include a 
hypertext window with sound to display information, scripted lessons which 
teach the user navigation skills, and an articulated human to guide the participant 
through ttlC environment 
R. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR F1JTURE WORK 
Thcre are still several areas whidl need to be implemented or enhanced before this 
trainer is ready to be used by the fleet. They are lis ted in the order of significance. 
1. Create a Naval Ship Model From Actual Ship Data 
This thes is is limited in farn.iliarization training until DC VET is simulating an actu-
al naval vessel Since an actual naval vcsscl is too largc to model without using CAD data, 
a method to convert existing CAD data into a format which can be vi sualized is a nec!;':ssity 
The solution is made more diffic ult by the fact that contractors usc their own proprietary 
CAD software to design ships. The navy needs to create a standard fo rmat for visualization 
data and require that all CAD data delivered from contractors be implemented in that 
format. Perhaps this could be a standard for NGCR (Next Generation Computer Resourc-
es) SPARWAR (Space And Naval Warfare Systems Command) to undertake in the near 
future [NGCR95] 
2. Jack® Motion Lihrary 
The implementation of the Jack® Motion Library should be linked to the NPSNET 
Jack Motion Library to take advantage of the improvement and upgrades of Jack ML 
Currently, DC VET uses its own separate version wIth different articulation methods and 
features. One standard wouldcliminate redundancy and add more functionality . Theexist-
ing postures and motion fo r Jack arc limited to soldier movemenl~ and need to be expanded 
to include normal every day postures of humans. Addition Iland mot ions, created in DC 
VET for Ja ck. need to be developt:d and all Jack ML fealuT!;,:s unique to DC VET need to 
be incorporated into NPSNET 
3, Networking Larger Virtual Em'ironmenls 
The existing network system handles the database and required number of partici-
pants quite well. I-iow!;':v!;':r, the method used to transmit the database information cannot 
be expanded to a significa ntly larger database, such as a model of an !;':ntirc ship. To solve 
this problem, additional PDU types, listed in Table 4, besides the entity state PDU need to 
be incorporated as the complexity of DC VET grows . Additional test ing needs to be done 
to determine the best method to update a large-scale database with a large number of 
networked participants 
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4. ImproYed Interface and Input Dt!Vices 
To maximizt: u:>e of the H,\-fD version of DC VET, a better interface must he impl t: 
men ted. The existing configuration of the NPS Graphics and Video Laboratory HMD 
makes it difficult for the user to examine ohjects which are "beh ind" his initial orit:ntation; 
this is most noticeable whe!l the user attempts to reverse his path. In addit.ion, it is difficult 
for the user to interact with a three dimensional world using a two dimensional mouse 
device. Perhaps a thrt:e dirnt:nsional input device, such as a 3-D mouse or data glove. 
would allow the user to manipnlate objects in a more realist ic manner. This would allow 
the user the capabil ity to travel in a direction other than his view direction and greatly 
improving tht: realism of DC VET. Also. the use of voice recognition, as a primary means 
to start events. control articulated humans and learn about ohjt:cts, would increase the ease 
of interaction and possibly improve the rate of learning. 
5. Dynamic Casualty Control Scenarios 
There arc currently only t.hree casualties which can be simulated in DC VET, and 
they can only occur at fixed locations in the ship mood . Havin g such limited scenarios 
makes it easy for the crew to spot only one or two indications and know t:xactly what the 
drill is and how to fight it optimally. To make training marc realistic. dynamic conditions 
that change every sccnario but maintain the desired training effect are essential. Variability 
must be incorporated. otherwise the participants learn only how to combat just a specific 
type of casualty and not the whole gambit. 
6. Merge into NPSNET 
The concepts in the design of this Damage Control Virtual Environment Trainer 
can be incorporated in the Naval Postgraduate School's Networked Virtual World 
(KPSNET)_ In its next phase, it is planned to have people and vehicles depart or board a 
sh ip from thc NPSNET terrain database. The fundame ntals of walkthrough design imple-
mented in this project wil[ be applied to buildings so soJdiers can enter and movc about in 
them reali~tically as well Using both the implementation of PVS and Collision Detection 
within c.:onfincd areas in NPSNET. a soldicr will he capahl e of going into huildings in thc 
r:xisting simulation. These modifications will add a new le vel of simulation training. 
Soldir:rs c.:an karn familiarization of specific huildings ahead of time. so that they can 
maneuver quic.:kly and smartly during a small arms hattie. Much like a naval VI:SSI:1. 
soldiers can improvr: tl:am intnaclion and learn the surroundings for future missions beforr: 
experiencing the real world 
7. Increased Datu Display 
CUHl:ntiy, whl:n tht: usn st:kcts an objec.:L only the name and fUll(;tion of the object 
with hackground sounds art: displaYl:d. This capability should be expanded to display a 
wide range of information, such as what system the object is in, "'ihat is its normal position, 
what effect manipulating it will have on the ship, ctc. In the casc of compl ex systems. DC 
VET could be capahle of calling up and displaying the diagram of the system for the user 
to immediately learn about how each object fits into the larger picture. Until virtual envi-
ronments are capable of displaying the more intrinsical details of the objects in the world. 
the embedding of information, such as video clips, sllOuld be explored. With video clips, 
detailed illustrations of equipment operation and implementation can be readily shown. 
For example. the user can learn how to don an ORA or fix a damaged part on a Gas Turbine 
Engine. Also. the use of icons and a transparent HUD (Heads up Display) can hdp thl: user 
intl:ract more r:asily within the environment and make the decision process easier. 
8. Testing and Evaluation of Virtual Environment Trainers 
DC VET was c.:rl:ated to train sailors at sea, and needs to be s<.:ir:ntificalJy verified 
in that it c.:an dfec.: tively train sailors. An objective evaluation, <.:onsidering human factors 
and recording empirical data, is required to prove if VE is a viable solutioll to training. The 
Operations Research and System Management Departments of the Naval Postgraduate 
S<.:hool should create experitnems whic.:h c.:<ln measure the training dfide,nc.:y of the simula-
tion. 
9. l\'1ore Realistic and Efficient Collision Detection 
The existing method of using line segments for collision dete(;lion and picking 
should be improved by a more efficient volume intersection algorithm. This would reduce 
the amount of overhead iovol ved in the simulation. Also. the algorithm should be modified 
so that when the user hits an object he doesn't just stop, but instead simulates bouncing off 
at the angle of retlcction. 
C. FINAL REMARKS 
This thesis research created a prototype virtual reality shipboard trainer which can 
be feasibly used as a trainer. In achieving thi s large task the project examined the construc-
tion of a large model to train with and built a simulation that is networkable to anyone with 
an Internet connection. DC VET employed the basic concepts of efficiently rendering the 
scene in real-time by using the methods of PVS and LOD. User interaction within thc 
simulation was improved by incorporating the means of collision detection to navigate real-
isti(;ally around the world and to manipulate objects. Training scenarios were created with 
environmental effccts (smoke and fire) for more realism. The design of an intuitive GUI 
for usc with a monitor and the HMD increased the feeling of immersion. Sounds have been 
integrated to indicate events and instruct the user within the environment. The incorpora-
tion of the Jack@ lVlotion Library into DC VET adds more realism of human represcntation 
in the virtual environment. To assist ill navigation and training, an articulated human 
guides the lIser through the ship model. The ability to train a sailor in familiarization of 
simple tasks in damage(;ontrol is feasible. The concepts here are transferable to other types 
of training and are ready to be adopted. 

APPENDIX A. USER'S GUIDE 
['his appendix is the user's guide for operating tbe DC VET (Damage Control 
Virtual Environment Trainer) [KfNG95). It explain~ ~tarling and running the system and 
discusses the interface options and various cOInmands available to interact with the virtual 
ship. Till: guidl: includes the combinatioo ot new and old DC VET versions. 
A_ STARTING DC VET 
The DC VET can be run on a variety of SGI graphics platforms During the 
initialization process it determine~ the number of processors available on the platfonn and 
configures the multi-procl:ssing TIlodl: of tile application 
To stan the DC VET, change to liLl: dirl:ctory in which the executable "walk" file is 
located. The executable file '·walk." is located in the "/work(Vobyme/OByrneThesis/code" 
directory at the Naval Postgraduatl: School GrapiLics and Video Laboratory. By simply 
typing "walk" fo llowed by a return, the program begins execution of a non-networked. 
standard monitor display DC VEl 
To network DC VET or direct the visual output to a head-mounted display, 
command line options are used following the "walk" command. Sec Table A-I for a quick. 
reference of command line options To join an exercise in progress with other 
Line 
Command Option 
OU(pll ( w IIMD 
I Pla y sounds locally 
Table A-I: Command Line Options 
workstations, the -n command line option is required. To observe a nl:tworked simulation 
but not participate. -z command li ne option is used If directing the visual output to a head-
mounted display, the·h command line option is requi red. To play sounds locaJly. u~e the 
-s command line option. 
Tilt: program takes approximately three mi nutes to complete thc initialization 
phase . During thc first portion of th is period, the; modcls and texturcs used for the 
simulation are loaded. Once loaded, a title screen consi~ting of the title of the project and 
its authors is displayed on the scn:en until the application is finished initializing 
(approximately twenty scconds). Following application init ialization, the textures loaded 
carlier are downloaded into random access memory in order that they can be quickly 
accessed when needed. The textures arc displayed on the screen as they are bl;.":ing 
downloaded. Once the texture download is completed the application begins and places the 
user in thc Combat Iniormation Centcr 
R. PROGRAM TERMINATION 
There are two methods to exit the DC VET. Une mcthod is to depress 'Esc', or the 
shcll interrupt key, typically 'CntrJ-C' . The other method is to select the quit menu button 
on the graphical user interface (GUI) . Both of these options completely shuts down the 
systcm including any processes spawned during the application . (Note: the GUI option is 
not available when wearing the HMO) 
C. SCREEN LAYOUT 
The standard screen layout takes up the entire screen and includes the virtual scene 
display, graphical user interface (GUI) and deck overview. A pop-up window, which 
displays information about objects in the virtual ship, is displayed when objects are selected 
with the mouse. These displays and their relative locations on the screen arc shown in 
Figure A- I and Figure A-2. 
The virtual scene display takes up ninety percent of the screcn. The overview 
di splay and GUlcan be turned off to allow thc full screen to be taken up by the virtual sccnc 
display by either depressing 'Fl' on the key hoard or selecti ng "GUI off' on the GUI. To 
fe ·enable thl;.": GUI and deck overview di splay, ' F I ' InUSt be depressed on the keyboard. 
1. Deck Overview 
The deck overview channel is located on the lower right hand portion of the screen 
as shown in Figun:s A-I and A-2. It provides an overhead vitw of the dtck on which the 
user is prescntly located. The deck lay-oUi is graphicall y displayed in two dimensions 
show ing the locations of ladders, bulkheads, doorways and passageways. A black position 
cursor shows the user's position ill the virtual ship and moves as lhe user moves along the 









GUI MENU BUTTONS I DECK OVERVIEW 
Figure A-l: Monitor Display 
2, Pop.Up Data Display Window 
When lht user selects an object with the mouse, a pop- up window containing 
information abom the object selected is displayed in the upper right hand corneT of the 

screen as shown in figure A·2. The display stays on the screen until the mouse buttons are 
released. Also, when sounds are activated the user can hear an audio sound·bite about the 
object in question. (Not all objel:\s have sounds associated with them.) 
3. Graphical User Interface 
The graphical user interface (GU!) provides the user with Hn "easy to use" menu 
interface to perform an assortment of functions. The GUI is located on the lower left corner 
of the screen as shown in Figure A·I A representation of the GUt is displayed in Figure· 
A·2. 
D. OPERATION 
There are two DC VET operating modes. The first mode. "walk", which is thc 
default mode. simulates naturally walking through the virtual ship. CoHlsion detection is 
enabled meaning that the user cannot walk through objects. The othcr modc is "fly" which 
cnables the uSer to move through thc ship as if he was flying. In "fly" mode, l:ollision 
dctel:tion is disabled allowing the user to ny through objccts. These modes are changeHblc 
by the "Mode" menu toggle button on the GU!. 
1. Mouse Operations 
Natural walking ("walk" mode) or flying ("fly" mode) is simulated with thc aid of 
a mouse. By depressing either the right mouse key (forward motion) or the left mOllse key 
(reverse motion), thc user gains speed and moves through thc cnvironment in the direct ion 
the user is looking. The middle mOllse button cauSeS the viewer to stop. 
The direction tbc uscr is looking is also determined by the mouse. The vicw 
direction cbanges in the relative direction that the mouse cursor is, positioned from the 
center of the screen. For example, the farther 10 the right of center the mouse cursor is the 
quicker the individual will turn to his right. Thc range of motion in the vertical direction is 
capped to straight up (+90 degrees) and straight down (·90 degrees) when in the "walk" 
llIode. There is a one inch hox in the middle of the screen referred to as thc "dead zone" in 
which the mouse cursor, if inside this area, does not cause the view direction to change. 
The mouse is also used to select objeCL'i in the virtual ship for either object data 
display, manipu lation or movemcnt. To select an object, the user places the mouse cursor 
on an object and depresses the middle and either the left or right mouse button at the same 
time. If the object is not a movahle object, a pop-up window is displayed in the upper right 
hand corner of the screen as shown in Figure A-2 for as long as the mouse buttons are 
pressed down 
a. Objects Which Move 
All doors throughout the ship and cabinet covers in the Radar Room can be 
opened and closed. To open a door, the right and middle mouse button must he depressed 
at the same time with the mouse pointing to the door. The door rotates in iL'i open direction 
until it reaches its maximum rotation of ninety degrees or until the mouse buttons are 
released. To close the door, the left and middle mouse buttons arc depressed at the saine 
time and the opposite motion occurs. 
Two valves located in the Engineroom Lower Level arc both capable of 
being opened and closed. The operation of valves is ~;imilar to the operation of doors as far 
as the method used to open and shut the valves. When opening a valve the valve stem rises 
and the valve hand-wheel rotates in a counter-c1ockv.ise motion; the opposite occurs when 
shutting the valvc. 
A vari-nozzle, when picked, is moved from its storage location in 
Engineroolll Lower Level to directly in front of the user's view at belt level. The vari-
nozzle can be opened and shut once the user has the nozzle in fro nt of him by further 
elicking the mouse on the nozzle. The nozzle is moved back to its storage location by 
depressing 'p' or 'P' on the keyboard. 
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b. Objects Which Can Be ~\l:mip\llated 
A ventilation fan con troller and halon activation system controller in the 
Engineroom Lower Level are capable of being turned on and off by thc mouse. To 
man ipulate the (;ontrollers, the controller button must be picked as described above. Mouse 






Open a DoorlValve 
Pic~ Up a Pire NouJ~ 
StartiSlOpFire:-lolZl~Water 
SlarlV~ntilalionSystem 
Sian Halon Flooding SJ"t~m, 
Di,playlHcar Objec1 Data 
STart/Stop Jack Tour Guide 
Table A-2: Mouse Button Interface and Functions 
2. Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
The GUI, displayed ill Figure A-2, provides the following functions, staning in the 
upper righ t comer and proceeding clockwise 
a. Quit Button 
Thc quit button causes the lIser to leave the application. Depressing the 
'Esc' kcy also accomplishes the same fu nction. 
I QUIT I I XYZHPR I I WALK I 
IGm OFF I I TRANSLATE TO CIC lEJ 
HEIGHT OF EYE 
RESET I I SHOW PATH TO DPS lEJ I=D= II 
Figure A-3; Graphical User Interrace 
b. User's Position Display 
The user 's location in three space is displayed here <IS X, Y, and Z 
coordinates , Also , the user's heading, pitch and roll are also displayed. 
c. Traversal Mode Selection 
The tw o modl:s of operation, "ny" and "walk", wh ich were previously 
discussed, arc controlled by th is toggle menu bUiton, 
d. Height of Eye Control 
The heigbt of eye control slidl:[ enables the user to vary the eye point height 
above the deck while in lhe "walk" mode in order that objects which are close to the deck 
or up high can be viewed at a closer distance, rhe user can vary height between 0,5 - 2,5 
e. Path Planning Selection 
A path planning tool is providl:d which takes the user along a path from his 
present location to a location of his choosing via thl: optimal route at normal walking speed, 
The locations which can be selected include ere (Combat Informat ion Center), the Radar 
Room, the OperatiollS' Office, DCC (Damage Control Central), the Hull Technician's 
Shop and the ladder to the engineroom. The user sclects his des tination by clicking the 
button titled "Show path to: <destinat ion>" As he dicks it, a different destination is 
displayed, When the desired destination is displayed, the user selects the "OK" button next 
\0 it and begins travell ing to tllat destination. At this point, the menu hutton changes to 
"Stop walking to: <destination>". and if the user selects it. he is no longer transiting to the 
destination and regains control of his own motion 
f. Reset Hutton 
This button allows the user to reset the application to its original slate. All 
objects are re turned to their initial position, all casualties are tenninatcd, any damage 
caused by casualties is repaired. valves are opened and the atmosphere is dl:ared. (Note: 
this change in state is not networked and will cause networked simulations to have different 
scenes.) 
g. Toggle GUJ BuUon 
The "GUT-Off' menu button tUOlS the GUl and the dc\:k overvicw off 
providing iJlore screen display for the scene. The GUT and deck overview can be returned 
to the screen display by depn::ss ing 'FI' Oil the keyboard. 
h. Tran.~ latiOJl Selection 
To allow the user the abili ty to quickly 'jump" from one location to another 
in the virtual ship. a translate menu button is provided. Preset anchor points to key 
locations are I:mbedded in the software code. These locations include CTC, DCC. 
Engineroom Lower Level, Bridge and thc Vehicle Loading Ikck. 
3. KeybOllrd OperatioJls 
The keyboard is primarily used to initiate casualties in the virtual cnvironment. It 
al so provides another method to accomplish some of the functions which are provi ded by 
the GUT. The keyboard inputs and their functions are listed in Table 1\-3 
Functions Keyboard Input 
Di'pby GUT and Deck Overview 
Turn On/Off Local Sound Effects 'F2 ' 
Turn On/Off Local & Global Sounds 
Exit Program 'ESC' 
Toggle CPU and Graphic, Stalistics 
In ilialt:Fire CasuallySequcnce 'F or'f' 
Place Fire Nouic Back to Fire Slation ' I" or 'p ' 
ToggleTe~ture Display 'T'or 'C 
Toggle Wire FramcDi,play 
Jump to Bridge Way Poin t Shift 'B'or' b' 
Jump 10 CIC Way Point 
Jump to EngineroofH Way Point Shift 'E' or 'e' 
Start/Stop o"monstralion .. JaCK as Guide T or T 
Slart/Stop Demon" lmtion (Camera F" nows) ShiftTor'j' 
Start/Stop Demonstration (Wait for User) 
Res tart Demonstralionil.esson Shift 'K ' or 'k' 
Change to New DemonSlralion/J..,t,s~o n 'L' or 'I' 
Jump to Vchicle Loading Dock Way Poilll Shifl'P' or 'p' 
Savc ROB Image of Display 
Move Forward an Event During Demonstration Shift '+' 
Move Backward an Event During Demon~lration Shifl'·· 
Table A-3: Keybuard Interface and Function.~ 
4, Head-muunted Display Operation 
The program is configur~d to run with a head-lIlounted di~play (HMO) if the -h 
COlIu!1and line option, discussed prev iously, is used. The configuration changes the window 
size and graphics video format to be compaliblc with the IL\1D rcquiremenK "Walk'" 
mode is the only mode of operation available when wearing an HMO. Th!;.": QUI, deek 
overview and pop-up window are also not displayed with the HMO. 
Walking th rough the virtual ship when wearing an HMD is very similar to the 
walking method di scussed previously. The on ly difference lies in the mcthod in which the 
view direction is determined when wearing an HMD. The HMO's tracking device 
translates the HMO's direction of view to an appropriate view direction in the virtual 
environment. Therefore, to walk around the virtual ship, the user physically looks in the 
desired direction and depresses the appropri ate mouse buttons 
Movable objects such as doors, valves, vari-nozzle and manipulated objects such as 
fan and halon contro lle rs can still he picked while wcaring an HMO. The method is similar 
to the mouse picKing method discussed previously, however, instead of select ing objects 
with the mouse pointer, objects are selected by placing the cross-hairs in the center of the 
HMO view on the objcct 
E. CASUALTY SCENARIOS 
L Fire Casualty Sequence 
By depressing either the 'f' or 'F' keys on the keyboard, the mai n space fire casualty 
sequence cowmences with a lP-5 fuel o il leak at a piping elbow joint in Ihe lower level of 
the engineroom. The fuel oil leak develops into an engineroom fire if the oil leak is not 
s topped within twenty seconds hy shutt ing an isolation valve ups tream of the leak. The fire 
breaks out wi th a radius of two meters and, if no extinguishing agent is applied, grows with 
each frame cycle until it reaches a maximum radius of 3.5 meters . 
The fire can be extinguished by either obtaini ng and opening a vari-nozzle to apply 
high velocity spray to the baSl.~ of the fire or activating the halon fire extinguishing sys tem. 
If using the vari-nozzle to apply the extinguishing agent. the fi refigllter must be within six 
meters of the fire and apply the high velocity spray within five degrees of either side of the 
fire ·s origin. The f ire decreases ill radius at a rate commensu rate with the amount of time 
the extinguishing agent is applied. If networked and more than one illdividllal is putting 
out the fire, the fire goes down more quickly. If thc firefig hter does Tlot keep the high 
velocity spray within the above constraints, the f ire will grow as before. If instead, the 
firef ighter activates the halon fire suppression system to extinguish the fire, the fire 
responds as in reality and decrea~es at a quicker rate than if water is applied. 
Once the fire is initiated. the environment in the main space begins to fill up with 
smoke. Gray-black smoke incrementally fills the compartment for as long as the fire 
continues to burn causing a reduction in visibility until a minimum visibility of five meters 
is reached. Once the fire is out, the smoke can be cleared by turning on ventilation fans . 
2, Steam Leak Casualty 
By depressing either the's' or '5' key on the keyboard, a steam leak develops at a 
union on the deaerating feed tank (OFT) outlet piping just below the Dt'T feed isolation 
valve. The size of the steam leak changes if the DrT feed isolation valve is manipulated. 
As the valve handwheel is closed. the leak rednces in proportion tothe percentage the valve 
is opened. Once the OFr feed isolation valve is fully shut and ventilation fans are 
activated. the steam can he dissipated 
The steam leak also causes the atmosphere to become obscured as in the fire 
casualty discussed above. The difference is that the color of the obscurity for steam is 
white -gray, compared to the grey-black of the fire. 
F. TRAINING LESSONS 
1. Operating Lessons 
There are three modes of operation to choose from with scripted training lessons. 
In all the modes Jack acts as a guide or instructor who leads the user through the ship. In 
the first mode, Jack moves about the ship. a~ scripted in the lesson, on his own until the 
script is completed. The user can follow Jack or interact with the environment, hut Jack 
will not wait. To start and pause this demonstration mode. depress either the 'j' or 'J' key 
on the keyboard. The second mode is the same as the fi rst except Jack will wait for the user 
to follow him . If the user gets more than four meters away, Jack stops and waits. This 
allows the user to fon ow the Jack guide and pause while learni ng what other items of 
importance. To start and pause this wait and demonst.rate mode, depress the shift and either 
'j' or T keys on the keyboard. The last mode is a view mode where the scene changes and 
follows Jack through the lesson. The user does not interact with the cnvironment in this 
mode, hut just watches events occur. This is much like a video presentation. To start and 
pause this video demonstrational mode, depress eithcr the 'k' or 'K' key on the keyboard. 
The user can switch from any of the tflrec demonstration modes at anytime by 
depressing the key a~sociated with the mode twice. To pause the demonstration, depress 
any of the three kcys depressed wh ich started the demonstration. To continue where the 
demonstration was paused, just depress the key a~sociated with the desired demonstration 
mode. To restart a demonstration, from the beginning, depress the shift and either the 'k' 
or 'K' keys on the keyboard and Jack guide will be moved to the original location and start 
the lesson over. To move ahead during the demonstration or to fast-forward through 
events, depress the shift and '+' keys the respective number of times. To repeat an event 
or go back several events, dtpress the shift and ' -' keys tht respective number of times. 
There can be up to five different scripted training lessons ready for execution with 
DC VET. These lessons are stored in a data file which is loaded into the computer memory 
just before execution. The default scripted lesson ready for presentation is the file 
"seriptDataO.dat'". To change to another prepared scripted lesson dcprcss the either the ']' 
or 'L' ktys on the keyboard. This will cyde the lessons available up to the last, lesson four 
(indcx is 0 to 4), and after four, it will repeat ovtr with lesson leru. 
2. Creating Scripted Training Lessons 
A data file is ut ilized to rcad the scripted ltssons created by the user. No re-
compiling of the application is nccessary to swap lessons. DC VET is capable of scanning 
for up to five diffcrent lessons which are stored in fil es "scriptDataO.dat" through 
"scriptData4.dat"'. Thcsc files are locattd in ""workdlobyrne!OByrncThesis!code/models'" 
directory. Using any standard text editor, actions are written or edited using the fonnat 
provided in Tabk A-4. An example data file is provided in Figurt A-4. lnfonnation to 
l g 
Event Sequence Number ~ l ;:, 
Jack Scripted Command g. R-
Location X Coordinate l ~ § 
o n ~ 
"' ~ ~ Location Y Coordinate t 1 ~ 
~ Location Z Coordinate ~ ~ '[ 
~ "'inal Heading .:5 2- ~" 
~ ~ ~ & t Head's Pitch ~;. : 
~" Speed I Rate of Turn !" § ~ 
i Object Type ~ .~ ;;! 
S ~ ~ ;:;~::';:;:::::::mb" ~ ~ I 
~ Camera's View Location X Coordinate ~~ ~ ~" 
Camera's View Location X Coordinate ~ d ~ 
~ ~ ~ 
Camera's View Location X Coordinate ~ ~ 
Camera's Direction of View ;::,:; ~ 
:;-, 5" 
Camera's Ele\'ation of View 5"" )-
0, 
~ ~ 
Scripkd lack Events 
Event Number Event Requested 
LaM Kext E,'ent into the Ready Queue 
I-:-------t-cc,,-'" ,,, L,,,",,,," 
I-:-----t::-pi,-,othe"l toElev'lion 
Go Up!Down Slair, 
Perform Hand Sign~l~ 
Stan Fuel 0]1 Leak. '111en Fire Casually 
Pick. UplPlace. D(}wn Nonie - Tum Wa[e.r On/orf 
Stan Steam LcalCa,uail} 
A~livale HalouFire Suppc""ion 
PlaySaund-bites 
Jump !c> OU", r SeC(iQns of tile Ship 
E~i: Sccipt~.d Lc,sc>n 
Rc<;tan l.e,"on From th~ Bcginnin£ 
Table A·5: Autunumous Jack Inslrudions 
When designing the scripted lesson, Just wove about the ship as the Jack guidt" and 
record the eYents that all: to happen_ Inc1udt" the X, Y, Z coordinate~ and thl;': heading and 
pitch ul:Sirl;':d at that point. To detelmine a camera view, the easiest process is to watch Jack 
move once a scripted lesson is recorded to the file. Play the lesson back and look through 
each I;':vent for where the optimal location for observing Jack is, Record those coordinates 
as well and play them back, The user doe~ not have to quit DC VET, but simply pause the 
scene and open up a t~xt editor to record the changes. When the lesson is switched or the 
o I 182.0 -1 .4 21.39090.0 0.0 0.2 000 187.3 -0.423.1 090.0 - 12.0 
I 2 182.0 -1.4 21.39270.0 0.0 25.0 0031187.3 -0.4 23.1 090.0 -12.0 
2 I 186.5 -0 .521.39 272.00.0 0.3 000 187.3 -0.4 23.1090.0 -12.0 
3 4 186.5 -0521.39272 .0 0.0 3.0 510 182.3 -2.223.1 29 1.0 -135 
41 188.5 0.021.39277.0 -10.0 0.4 000 182.3-2.223.1 291.0 -13.5 
52 \ 88.5 0.0 21.39352.0 80.025.0 000 182.3 -2.2 23. 1 291.0 -13.5 
61 189.0 5.921.39352.010.0 0.4 000 191.2-5.4 23.1014.0 -9.0 
71191.0 -LJ21.39 180.0-25.0 0.3 000 191.2 -5.4 23.1 014.0 -9.0 
83191.0 -3 .5 18.05180.0-30,0 0.8 00251912-10.419.8011.0 -4.5 
9 1 188.0 -3 .518.05000.0 0.0 0.3 000 187.1 2.6 19.8 011.0 -4.5 
10 2 188.0 -3.518.05120.010.015.0 000 184.2-6.2 19.8 304.7 -6.0 
Figure ;\-4: Example "scriptData.dat" File Contents 
saml: lesson is restal1l:d, the "scriptData.dat" file is re-read into memory. This allows ease 
of creating scripted files and is less time consuming for developml:nt. Note thl:re is a limit 
of 50 I:vents per scripted lesson for a total of 250 events. If the user needs more than this 
to conduct training, DC VET can easily be modified to accommodate more scriptl:d lesson 
files or increase the number of events for I:ach lesson. 
G. SOUND SERVER 
1. Staring the Sound Server Progntm 
The executable file for the sound server program is located in the "/workd/obyrnel 
OByrneThesis/code/SoundServer" directory at the Naval Postgraduate School Graphics 
and Video Laboratory. By simply typing "soundScrver" followed by a return, the program 
hegins execution of a networked receiver which plays sounds requests from DC VET 
nctworked st1ltion". Whl:ll the program is ready to play sounds the uSl:r will hear, "Sound 
Sl:rver Activated". This application is a simple C program to allow Indy and Indigo 
systems in the laboratory, that do not have enough memory, to TUn a sound server program 
with a graphical interface. A second version of the sound server has a Motif GUI interface 
for silllpk operations. With the GUI version you can kmporarily turn off sounds or play 
sounds from a particular hos t. The GUJ sound server program is e;o;eculed by typing 
"GUlsoundServer" at the command line. 
2. Networking Sounds 
To network a user 's simu lation to the sound server program. thc user must he in thc 
network mode. When operating in the network mode, the Entity State PDU carries the 
indc;o; for sound fi les to he played. if any, and thc sound server e;o;tracts the ind<:x from the 
PDO and plays thc corresponding sound file 
J. Local Sound Capability 
If the system mnning DC VET is sound capable, sounds do not have to be sent to a 
sound server to be heard. The user at his local station can play sounds created hy the 
application. To play sounds locally, the -s option is required after typing "walk" at the 
command line. This option will not transmit sounds to a sound server. Wh<:n using the 
nctwork mode, the user will have the sound cvcnts sent to the sound server and still can 
hear their sounds on thei r own system. 
4 .. Features 
The sound server can read PDU packets frOIll all the stations on the networked 
simulation. It has \0 discriminate sound requests and not play the same exact sounds althe 
same time. If this happened a reverberated sound effect occurs and the sound is not clearly 
audible. A qucuc is uscd \0 store sound request to ensur<: the samc sound is not played at 
the same time. Thequcue is also us<:d to ensurc that a sound request is not lost. The typical 
SOl sound capable computel can play fOUf sounds simultaneously. Beyond that the sound 
server waits and then plays the request. If the sound server is overloadcd. some sounds may 
not occur in real time. It is also possible to overflow thc qucue and lose sounds requ<:s ts. 
However, this has not occurred in practice since the buffer is large enough to handle a 
rohu~t tra ining simulation 
The user also has the choice whether not to play his sounds locally or send them 
over the network . There are two options for sounds, local and global. Local sounds are 
sound effects such as bumping into a wall or opening a door. Global sounds are 
announcements over the I Me (also known as PA, Public Announcement) like fire in the 
engineroom or the sound of an explosion. The U$er can tum on/off local sounds by 
depressing the 'F2' key and global sounds with the 'P3' key. By default these sounds are 
active when the simulation starts. 
5, Sound Files 
Sounds are recorded and saved to the "/workd/obyrne/OByrneThesis/code/sounds" 
directory. The sound server program is capable of playing up to 45 different sound 
requests. These .aiff or .aifc sound files are loaded into the memory of the sound server 
computer. Thi~ allows real time play back of sounds corresponding to events and requests 
from the given simulation. The names and paths for the sounds to be loaded are recorded 
in a data file called "sounds.dat". This is also located in the "SoundServer" directory. 
Associated names for sounds such as GQ for the general quarters sound or MFPI A for a 
definition of a main feed pump are listed in the fi le "sounds.h"' . This file can be found in 
the "/workdlobyrne/OByrneThesis/code" directory. For writing scripts, use the index 
number corresponding to the sound file from "sounds.dat"'. An example of "sounds.dat" 
is provided as figure A-5. To edit sounds and save them to an .aiff or .aifc file, use the 
SGI "soundeditor" program. "soundeditor" is a UUI program that is fairly intuitive to use 
and allows for easy mixing or splicing of sounds 
o IworkdJobyrne/OB yrne Thesis!codc/soundslNPSsou ndslsou nds/ak4 7 .ai rr 
1 IworkdJobymelORyrneThesis!codelsoundsINl'Ssoundslsoundslaaahhhhh.aiff 
IworkdlohymeiOByrneThesislcodc/sounds/bump.aiff 
3 Iworkdlobyme/OByrncThcsis/codc/soundslNPSsoundslsoundslexplosion I.aiff 
IworkdJohyrnc/OByrne· l hesis/wdelsoundslNPSsoundslsoundslcxplosion2 .aiff 
Iworkd/obyme/OByrneThesis/codelsoundslstai rs.aifc 
6 Iworkd/obyme/OByrncThesislcode/sounds/NPSsoundslsoundslsoundServer.aiff 
7 Iwork{Vobyrne/OByrneThesis/code/soundsIMFPlA.ai fc 
8 IworkiVohyrne/OByrncThcsis/code/sounds/halon.aitf 
9 IworkdJobyrnc/OByrneThesis/code/soullds/GQ.aiff 
1 0 IworkdJobyrne/OB y rneThe si slcode!soundsIMFP I A. aiff 
I I through ..... ........ . . . .4 1 
42 IworkdJobyrne/OByrneThesis/codeisoundslfollow_Illc.aiff 
43 IworkdJohyme/OByrncThcsis/codclsounds/venCon.aiff 
44 Iworkd/obyrne/OByrneThesis/code/sou ndslwater_spray.aiff 
Figure A·5: EXllmple "sounds.dat" File Content~ 
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